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Gambier, Ohio
Local residents steal student
BY W ILLOW BELDEN
Editor-in-Chi- ef
The theft of three laptops and
attempted theft of a fourth brought
seeurity officers ;uid a deputy from
the Knox County Sheriff's office
to Olin Library Tuesday after-
noon. The laptops were eventually
recovered, mid three N lount Vernon
residents, who were loitering in the
library. ;irc suspected of the crime.
All four students whose lap-
tops were taken had left their com-
puters unattended in carrels in the
library, only to return and find them
missing. Nothing else appeared to
have been taken from the carrels;
even the computer power cords
w ere left untouched.
N lolly Cockett '07 said she left
her laptop in a carrel on the third
floor of Olin around 8:45 a.m. to
go to class and lunch. When she
returned three hours later, her com-
puter was gone.
"When I realized it was miss-
ing, I looked around the area to
make sure that someone didn't
hide it," Cockett said. "I knew my
friend, Julia Dale '07, had also
left some things two cubicles down
from mine. ... I Ier computer was
also stolen."
Amy Loria '07 said her laptop
Class of 2009 most selective ever
BY SEAN RYAN
Staff Reporter
According to a report compiled
by Dean ofAdmissions Jennifer Brit,
next y ear's class of first-ye- ar students,
the class of 2009, w ill be the most
selective in the history of Kenyon
College.
According to Britz, Kenyon
received a record-sellin- g 3,922 ap-
plications for the 435 spots in tlie class
of 2(X)9. This is up from 3,807 who
applied for places in Ihe class of 2(X)8
and nearly double the 2,002 applicants
for Hie class of 2(X)5. Brilz notes lliat
this number was in spite of Kenyon
moving iLs application deadline-forwar- d
two w eeks lo January 15.
The increased number of ap-
plications has led to a "record low
selectivity percentage," according to
Brit. Only 36 percent of this year's
applicants were admi tied, compared to
38 percent of the class of 2008 and 66
percent of the class of 2005.
Kenyon also admitted far fewer
early decision applicants than before.
Whereas nearly 75 percent of tliose stu-
dents who applied for early decision for
the class of 2008 were admitted, only
must have been stolen from a sec-
ond floor carrel between 1 1 a.m. and
noon, while she w as in class.
Cockett, Dale and Loria each
notified the circulation desk alxnit
the thefts and then proceeded to the
Seeurity and Safety office to file
reports. While they were there, the
library's assistant circulation super-
visor, .Io;ui Nielson, called security
Partying to the end
Seniors Everett Hayes and Joe
weekend.
57.2 percent of those applicants w ho
applied early decision for the class of
2(X)9 were admitted. I low ever, the per-
centage of the class admitted tlirough
early decision has not changed a great
dad, down only one percent from last
year's 38 percent and still nearly dt ublc
die twenty percent of Hie class of 2(X)5
that w as composed of early decision
applicants.
Minority students have also ap-
plied to Kenyon in higher numlxrs
tliis year. Minority students made up
13.9 percent of the applicant pool tliis
year, up from 8.4 percent of the class of
2(X)5. I 'nlike the class of 2008, minor-
ity students were admitted at a higher
rate than the class as a w hole, so lliey
make up fifteen percent of the admitted
pool.
Ciender balance in the class of
2009 "is a challenge," Brit, said. Hie
admitted class of 2(X)9 is 55 percent
women. I Iowever, she cited data saying
tlial men tend to matriculate at a higher
rale than women, which she said would
help balance the class. The class of2008
is die only class with an equal ratio of
men to women, and women tend lo
outnumber men on college campuses
nationwide. At Kenyon, the class of
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and reported seeing "suspicious
people" in the library. "Three peo-
ple in the library looked somewhat
'out of place,'" Nielson s;iid.
When .Assistant Director of
Seeurity Hob Hooper arrived at
the library, three people two
males and a female came to the
circulation ;irea from the north end
of the library. Hooper approached
(of the year)
( TV
"it
Mallin face off in a drinking game during Send-O- ff
2005 is the most unbalanced, with 57
percent women.
Tliis increased selectivity has
caused many indicators of academic
performance to go up. The average
SAT suireof die admitted class of2(X)9
is 1360, fifteen points higher than the
admitted class of 2008, and 55 points
higher tkui the class of 2005. ACT
scores have shown an increase lo an
average of 29.6, from 29.4 in both Uic
admi (ted classes of 2(X)7 and 2008 and
28.4 in the admitted class of 2(X15.
Average high sclxxl grade-poi- nt
averages are up slightly from past
years. The admitted class of 2009 kid
an average CPA of 3.85, up just two-hundrcdl- hs
ofa point from the admitted
class of 2(X)8. I Iowever, the admitted
class of 2(X)6 also had a 3.85 average
GPA.
Although Kenyon admitted more
applicants Hum anticipated, Brilz docs
not foresee any problems with over-enrollme- nt
"We arc still anticipating a
class of435 students," said Brilz. "Our
deposits have come in right on target
We anlici paled a lower y ield because of
the increase in quality, and die indica-
tors on N lay 4 are Uiat we were correct
in our yield anticipation."
them ;md inquired about their busi-
ness in the library. One responded
that they w ere waiting for a friend
to play basketball.
"When I approached them,
you could tell lliey were nervous
and trying to avoid me," Hooper
said. "Then one young man
turned around, and you could see
what was underneath his shirt. It
Steve Klise
Trustees discuss drinking
BY ROSE BAB1NGTON
News Editor
The spring Board of Trustees
meeting began Saturday with a mo-
ment of silence for Colin Boyarski,
who died a hide over a month ago,
and continued with extensive discus-
sion of campus dnig and alcohol
abase at Keny on. The trustees met on
campus bodi Friday and Saturday, Fri-
day in individual committee meetings
and Saturday in a gadicring of die full
Board.
"There was extensive discussion
at die full board meeting of die tragedy
of Colin Boyarski 's deadi, of alcohol
abase on campus and die different ini-
tiatives underway to address die prob-
lem," said David I Iorvitz '74, chair of
die Bixird of Trustees. "It's hard when
you have 35 people in a room to have
reasonable discussion and lo get any-
thing accomplished. In diis case people
wanted lo express (heir views ... to
Today: Mostly Sunny. High:
63F,low: 41F.
Friday: Sunny. High: 68F, low:
45F.
12 Pages
laptops
JL X
w as just the outline of a laptop."
The laptop was identified as be-
longing lo a Kenyon student, who
wishes lo remain anonymous.
IIxpcr called the sheriff's of-
fice and continued to talk w ith the
three suspects until Knox County
Sheriff's Deputy Damon Roberts
arrived. The dirce suspects are from
Mount Vernon, but, contrary to ru-
mors that have been going around
campus, they do not attend Mount
Vernon I Iigh School, although two
are under the age of eighteen.
Director of Information Re-
sources Christopher Barlh, who
was present at the time, decided
to check the parking lot behind
the library and found a car that
contained three laptop computers,
which fit the description of those
that had been stolen. Also in the
vehicle, according to Hie Security
report, "in plain view were several
backpacks."
The four Keny on students to
whom die laptops belonged regained
possession of their computers long
enough to copy important files onto
CDs. I Iowever, the sheriff's office
is keeping the laptops as evidence
for the trial, which could be up to
six months from now.
Laptops are not the only things
see THEFT, page two
President S. Georgia Nugent.'
I Iorvitz noted that suggested ideas
included both toughening and relaxing
die coUege's niles about drinking. "For
die last several hundred years tliis has
been a problem on college campuses,"
said I Iorvitz. "There's no solution diat
works every time."
After extensive discussion, die
Board requested dial President Nugent
conduct a "complete mid total review,"
according to I Iorvitz, of die drug and
alcohol situation on campus and report
kick at die October board meeting. Nu-
gent added dial the administration plans
lo lake action before tiicn, specifically
concerning die freshman orientation
Qiis fall. "We will have acted on a
number of tilings over die summer,"
she said. "We'll see how fast w e am
move."
Nugent, who delivered a report lo
die trustees on Saturday, acknowledged
see TRUSTEES, page three
Saturday: Partly cloudy. High:
70F,low: 50F.
Sunday: Few showers. High:
78F, low: 54F.
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April 27 - May 3 , 2005
Apr. 27, 10:03 a.m. - Vandalism to Coke machine at Gund Hall.
Apr. 27, 7:45 p.m. - Medical call regarding student with an allergic
reaction at Watson Hall. Student was transported to Health Center
and treated by College physician.
Apr. 27, 8:04 p.m. - Medical call at Bushnell Hall regarding ill stu-
dent. Student transported to Health Center and treated by College
physician.
Apr. 28, 4:01 p.m. - Theft of medication from room at Leonard
Hall.
Apr. 28, 5:41 p.m. - Report of fire in trash can outside bookstore.
Fire w as extinguished and maintenance notified to clean the area and
replace liner in trashcan.
Apr.28, 6:48 p.m. - Theft of bag from Gund Commons.
Apr. 28, 7:01 p.m. - Theft of backpack from the Ernst Center men's
locker room.
Apr. 28, 7: 11 p.m. - Theft of backpack from women's locker room
at the Ernst Center.
Apr. 28, 7:16 p.m. - Theft of backpack from Gund Commons.
Apr. 28, 9:08 p.m. - Theft of items from men's locker room at Ernst
Center and items from car at Ernst Center lot. Sheriff's office was
notified and took a report.
Apr. 29, 1:12 p.m. - Underage possession of alcohol at Mather
Residence.
Apr. 29, 1:14 p.m. - Tampering with fire equipment extinguisher
discharged outside Norton Hall. Extinguisher was replaced at Gund
Hall.
Apr. 29, 1:28 p.m. - Drug paraphernalia at Mather Residence.
Apr. 29, 2:15 p.m. - Report of suspicious persons on campus. De-
scriptions were given.
Apr. 29, 3:43 p.m. - Vandalism to brick wall at Acland Apartments.
Apr. 29, 10:06 p.m. - Theft of keg from party at Old Kenyon.
Apr. 29, 10:18 p.m. - Vandalism paint ball marks on walls at Bush-
nell Hall.
Apr. 29, 11:28 p.m. - Marijuana being used at Leonard Hall.
Apr. 30, 12:19 a.m. - Weapon (potato shooter) confiscated from
room at Old Kenyon.
Apr. 30, 12:40 p.m. - Underage possession of alcohol at Mather
Residence.
Apr. 30, 3:42 p.m. - Fire alarm at Watson Hall due to burned food.
Area was aired out and alarm reset.
Apr. 30, 3:42 p.m. - Vandalism to door at Norton Hall.
Apr. 30, 4:32 p.m. - LTnderage consumption of alcohol at Caples
Residence.
Apr. 30, 7:17 p.m. - Theft of keg from Delt Lodge. Keg was re-
covered.
Apr. 30, 8:17 p.m. - Medical call outside Leonard Hall regarding
student with a cut above his eye. Student was treated by emergency
squad member who was at the scene.
Apr. 30, 8:27 p.m. - Medical call regarding student injured in bi-
cycle accident at Acland Apartments. The wound was cleaned and
bandaged.
Apr. 30, 9:53 p.m. - Underage possession of alcohol at Mather
Residence.
Apr. 30, 9:57 p.m. - Underage possession of alcohol at McBride
Circle.
May 1, 12:01 a.m. - Underage possession consumption of alcohol
on Brooklyn Street and Wiggin Street.
May 1, 12:04 a.m. - Report of suspicious person at Old Kenyon.
Person was not located.
May 1, 1:50 a.m. - Theft of picture from wall at Peirce Hall.
May 1, 2:24 a.m. -- Table tennis ball on fire outside Hanna I Iall. Fire
was extinguished.
May 1, 3:02 a.m. - Vandalism to door panel at Acland Apartments.
May 1, 4:06 a.m. - Medical call regarding ill student at Norton I Iall.
Student was to call College physician in the morning.
May 1, 10:56 a.m. - Report of suspicious persons on Kokosing Gap
Trail.
May 1, 12:09 p.m. - Vandalism writing on door at Mather Resi-
dence.
May 1, 2:48 p.m. - Theft of CD player from car parked at New
Apartments.
May 1,4:18 p.m. - Medical call regarding ill student on Wiggin Street.
Student transported by friend to the hospital.
May 2, 12:07 p.m. - Theft of items from Olin Library and Gund
Commons.
May 2, 12:25 p.m. -- Theft of items belonging to students from Olin
Library. Report filed with sheriff's office.
May 2, 2:35 p.m. - Theft of bag from Storer Hall. Report filed with
sheriff's office.
May 2, 5:55 p.m. -- Theft of items from vehicle parked at Watson Hall
lot. Report filed with the sheriff's office.
May 3, 8:32 p.m. - Medical call at I Iigley I Iall regarding ill student.
Student transported by squad to the hospital.
NEWS
Village Council mulls zoning, water
BY ROSE BABINGTON
News Editor
At Monday's Village Council
meeting, Mayor Kirk Emmert an-
nounced tvo upcoming special meet-
ings that will focus on zoning code
revision suggestions and Gambier's
water supply.
Attorney Mitch Banchefsky's
estimate for revising the Gambier
zoning code is "more money than vve
have," said Emmert in his mayor's
rexirt. "We have decided to have a
special meeting in May at which we're
going to discuss Banchefsky's critique
of our code." The proposed rev isions
include an addition of Planned Unit
Dev elopment (PIT)) language, which
Emmert said was "one of the things
we're going to look into. Whether
we can do it less expensively, I don't
know."
The water meeting, to be held
in May or June, would be held to
evaluate whedier Gambier should
hold formal evaluations to see "if
we should produce our own filtered
water at less cost than we pay Mount
Vernon," according to Emmert.
Former Village Administrator
Task force reports need for space, planning
BY MEGAN SHIPLEY
Business Manaeer
The Arts Policy Task Force,
which was created last year to
examine current arts policies and
facilities, gave a brief report to
the Board of Trustees last w eek-
end about the need for improved
and increased gallery space at
Kenyon. The task force has also
studied the College's art collection
policies and the need for expanded
studio space as part of long-ter- m
planning for a future arts build-
ing included in the Master Plan.
"The thinking of the group
at this point is that the exhibi-
tion space should serve the ex-
hibition and study needs for the
programs in studio art and art
history while at the same time
being interdisciplinary, with the
potential to involve many other
departments and programs at the
College," said Provost Greg Spaid,
a member of the task force. Spade
did, however, emphasize that the needed changes in studio facili- -
Theft: laptops stolen from
CONTINUED from page one
that have been stolen on campus re-
cently. Hooper said Security has
receiv ed six reports of thefts in the
past week, and two or three more on
Tuesday alone. Most of the items
stolen were backpacks and were
taken from Gund Commons, Ernst
('enter and Peirce I Iall.
According to Hooper, spring
is generally a time with a slightly
increased rate of theft on campus.
"I ery body is so busy, and they get
really lax," Hooper said. "They
just don't take care of their stuff
like they need to. ... These three
individuals said that this was an
opportunity because everything is
so lax."
The four students whose com-
puters were stolen said they have
not experienced problems with
Jim Lentlie, who was present at the
meeting to voice his complaint about
being wrongly reported to the Fire
Department for an open fire on his
property, challenged Emmert. "You
said we couldn't afford it. ... You
said a report was already done," Len-
tlie said. Emmert responded, "You
know we didn't do a final study, and
now that we have time, we're going
to do a formal study" Lentlie 's public
statements, he said, "are a distortion
of what I've said."
Building a well and producing
filtered water in Gambier would be a
significant step in the longtime water
debacle in the village. In fact, later in
the meeting the council approved an
ordinance increasing the water rate in
Gambier to be "in conformity with
any rate increase in charges from
Mount Vernon," according to Em-
mert. Lenthe criticized the Council in
a letter last month for not taking more
action to lower water rates.
Milage Administrator Rob Mc-
Donald announced in his report that a
deer task force would be formed as a
result of last month's Council discus-
sions. Members of the task force will
include McDonald, Emmert, Council
planning is still preliminary and
will continue into the summer.
Amanda Carpenter '05, a
studio art major and task force
member, said she believes that
one of the most important goals
of the task force is to improve
the display and care of Kenyon 's
"historic collection" of art. "We
have so much already", carpenter
said "and to utilize these pieces
and have the space necessary to be
able to gain other works to better
help the students learn hands-o- n
would be an asset to what we
are working with now. The is-
sues of staffing and maintenance
are also very important when
handling, securing and benefit-
ing from these valuable pieces."
According to Professor of Art
History Eugene Dvvyer, the task
force has "made a good beginning
for a policy statement for taking
works of art what we should ac-
cept and what vve should decline."
The task force also addressed
leaving their belongings in the
library in the past.
"I've left my computer, books,
il'od, keys, wallet and many other
things in that same cubicle for up
to four hours." Cocked said. "The
theft definitely changes my per-
ception of security at Kenyon. It's
been a realily check. I'm still not
afraid for my personal safety, but I
w on't leave important things sitting
around the library anymore. I might
ev en start locking my door."
Loria agreed that she will not
leave her computer in the library in
Hie future, and that she, too, plans to
start locking her door. "It's so lame
that one of Kenyon 's best qual-
itiesbeing able to leave everything
open and trust that no one will take
your stuff is being exploited and
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member Tom Stamp and representa
tives from College Township, the
college and perhaps Gambier itself.
"College Township wants to work
with us," said Emmert. "Whatever
w e do, we have to do w ith them and
the college."
McDonald also noted that he
had been in touch with Cingular
Wireless, a cell phone company that
was interested in putting an antenna on
Gambier's water tower. I Ie said that
the representative from Cingular was
looking at Kenyon, Gambier's water
tower and College Township as pos-
sible locations, "and he called me back
and said w e are number one."
Milage Solicitor Ken Lane also
commented on the voting situation
in Gambier. For the election held
Tuesday, Gambier was able to get six
machines, four more than it usually
has, because "a number of precincts
don't have anything to vote on, and
we borrowed their machines. ...We
can't have those in November," said
Lane. I Ie said that there is currently
a "national search for a new system"
of machines but that "nobody seems
to know how much money it'll cost,
how many machines we'll get"
ties. "We need updated facilities
for studio art, especially print-makin- g
and painting," Dvvyer
said. Constructing an additional
art building could also free up
space for other uses; one sugges-
tion involved converting Bexley
Hall into student housing after
moving the studio art department
into the new building, Dvvyer said.
According to the Kenyon
website, the Master Plan calls for
integrated studio art and art his-
tory facilities west of Chalmers
Library. "Ideally, whatever is de-
cided upon as far as logistics, the
tw o would be much more strongly
tied than is the case now with the
studio art building at one end of
campus and the art history classes
being held at the other end," said
Carpenter. "I would like to see an
overlapping somehow, maybe not
necessarily in the actual building,
but at least in advanced program-
ming. The only way we will get
an ideal is to set realistic goals but
have ambitious v isions."
Olin library
abused," Loria said. "It's such an
open, trusting community; I can't
believe that Mount Vernon resi-
dents are coming in and taking
advantage of our trust."
The student who wishes to
remain anonymous said he real-
izes that he probably should not
have left his computer unattended
in the library. "I guess I assumed
too much about how safe things
are here," he said. "Most people
don't worry too much because they
think the only potential thiev es are
other Kenyon students. But when
kids from Mount Vernon are com-
ing on campus because they know
Kenyon kids are generally more
well-of- f and diey leave their stuff
sitting out unguarded, that's when
vve need to start paying real atten- -
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Conference to focus on local
BY CHARLOTTE NUGENT
Editor-in-Chi-
ef
Several hundred people will
descend on Kenyon for three days of
panels and discussion about "fami-to-cafeteri- a"
programs, such as
Kenyon 's Food for Thought initiat-
ive, at the Second National Farm to
Cafeteria Conference to be held June
16-1- 8. Farm to cafeteria programs
are designed to encourage institut-
ions such as schools, hospikds and
prisons to serve locally-grow- n food
in their dining facilities.
"The conference is bringing
together the best minds on efforts to
bring local foods to schools and col-
leges and other institutions," said Pro-
fessor of Sociology I Ioward Sacks,
who has been involved in organizing
Ihe event. "There are folks from all
Trustees: Growth at issue
CONTINUED from page one
lh.it "tlie death of Colin Boyaiski was
a terribly sad event for the College.
But were it not for that, this has been
a wonderful year for the college," not-
ing that "terrific growth and irpspring"
had occurred in both Admissions and
College Relations.
Although Nugent did not cite
specific numbers for the class of 2009,
she mentioned that "diversity increased
signi ficantly, and our academic irofile
had increased" for tlie class of incom-
ing freshmen. 'It's great to see them
the two statistics go up together," she
remarked.
The trustees also spent a signifi-
cant amount of time discussing campus
growth at the meeting. Renovations for
Peirce I Iall, which Nugent said will be-
gin this summer and be completed the
following summer, were of particular
interest to the Board. "1 graduated in
1974 and Peirce I Iall has not changed
one iota since," saidl Iorvitz, ";rnd there
were people a lot older than me on the
Board who were saying the same
thing."
Nugent stressed that the Peirce
has "never really been renovated,"
although "there w as a project to kind
ofspruce up (lie Great I Iall and that was
only about maybe three or four years
ago ... I think it was mainly cleaning
the stained glass." She said that the
renovations will include "probably a
reconstruction of Dempsey," as well
as the addition of more restrooms,
an elevator, and smaller dining rooms
for meetings. Although the designs
have not been finalized, Nugent,
added to expect "some reconfigura-
tion and enlargement of the server)',
but also Gabc Sehinc's thesis not
withstanding some kind of change
in traffic pattern, or how we actually
get to the servery and kick out to the
eating areas, and w here you drop off
your tray."
Horvitz called die renovation
"one of those necessary things that
has to now happen in an institution to
keep it current and attractive." I Ie also
expressed optimism for the possibility
of better dining as a result of the renova-
tion. 'Tin not saying once we complete
this Peirce I Iall renovation it's going
to be belter," he said 'There's just not
going to be any excuse for the facility
to be blamed if the food isn't good"
over (lie country, many w ho are ac
ovists for lack of a better word in
promoting this effort. It's an opportu-
nity for all of us to be better educated
about these kinds of issues."
The conference is co-sponsor- ed
by Kenyon 's Rural Life Center,
which Sacks directs; Farm Aid, a
non-prof- it organization best known
for its concerts to benefit fanners; the
Community Food Security Coalition,
which has organized one such confer-
ence before; the Center for Food and
Justice; Food Routes; and the Oliio
Ecological Food and Fann Associa-
tion.
SupX)rtcrs of fami-to-cafelcr- ia
programs aim to bolster load "food
systems," of which local fanners are
a part, while educating consumers
about how their food is grown. N lany
have doubts about Hie heal tlifillness
I Ion it, also noted that the FRA
was another constniction issue thai
was discussed "We w ere ahead of
schedule, ;ind now we've fallen hack
to tlie original schedule" ofopening the
facility for use in late fall, Siiid I Iorvitz
of the ongoing constructiou likewise,
said I Iorvitz, there w as a chance tliat
tlie constniction would be less than
previously budgeted but "now it looks
like we're on budget"
Looking aliead to new projects,
tlie Board heard a presentation from
the Infonnation Rest xmxs Committee
about the "suggestion that on aunpus
we pursue more actively moving to
more mobile computing," saidNugeiiL
She mentioned tliat tlie v ast amount of
space currently devoted to be computer
Libs could be used more effectively if
tlie campus moves to all wireless.
"Other colleges and universities are
moving tliis way, and w e need to be not
too far behind the curve," said Nugent.
As several departments are currently
experimenting with purchasing com-
puters for students to use, according to
Nugent, the committee will continue to
explore tlie technological expansion.
Both Nugent and I Iorvitz com-
mented on the growth at Kenyon and
at the strength of fundraising. I Iorvitz
said that the Board "discussed fund-raisin- g
at Kenyon in anticipation of a
new comprehensive capital campaign
- we've set several records tliis year.
Fundraising is very gixxf" Nugent
also acknow ledged the Investment
Committee's report of the $136 mil-
lion endowment fund as "the highest
it's ever been" and commented tliat
Kenyon is in tlie "top qmulile of all
endowments in the country in terms
of our performance."
The Board also welcomed the ap-
pointment of three new trustees by the
Trustee Affairs committee. "We have
a very strong board, but we're lixiking
to make it even stronger," said Nugent
In addition to tlie new tmstecs, David
N IcConncll was introduced as die lat-
est addition to the senior staff as Giief
Business Officer. It was also I Iorvitz's
last meeting as Chair of the Board of
Trustees, as Bill Bennett, a Kenyon
alumnus and parent, w ill assume the
position effective July 1, 2005. Hor-
vitz will then become tlie chair of the
leadersliip gift portion of tlie upcoming
campaigu
NEWS
and environmental impact of tlie
current national food system, which
involves entities such as large agri-
business companies, national chain
restaurants and grocery stores.
"They're geared to inexpen-
sive, readily available food all in
one place," said Sacks. "And we're
fortunate to have readily available,
relatively inexpensive mid relatively
safe food. ... but a lot of events are
really putting food concerns on the
front page, whether it's childhixxl
obesity or concerns over mad cow
disease or fears of cco-tenoris- m,
in which terrorists might attack our
food supply. People are starting to
think about where their fixxl comes
from, ;md tlie idea of providing local
food sources tliat are healthy, tliat are
fresher. And knowing what goes into
those fixxls has a lot ofappeal. Putting
lix.;d foods in tlie schools provides a
real opportunity to educate tlie next
generation about fixxl"
Tlie imxlus for tlie conference
came from tlie Food for Thought pro-
gram, begun last spring at Kenyon and
designed to place tlie largest amount
of load fixxl possible in Kenyon 's
dining halls and to e entudly expand
to other Knox Comity institutions.
"Tlie executive and associate direc-
tors of Fann Aid aune to Kenyon for
a visit because they had heard about
our initiative Fixxl for Thought and
were very interested in what w e were
doing," said Sacks. "They w ere so
impressed with tliis project that they
were interested in doing some sort of
activity cooperatively."
Most of tlie panels and w ork-
shops at the conference will focus
on specific aspects of designing and
implementing a farm to cafeteria pro-
gram. Eric I Ielt, who with his wife
Kate licit works with Kenyon stu-
dents in tlie Sustainable Agricidturc
independent study on their Gambicr
farm, will be participating in a panel
tided'Txliicating About Fixxl Wh) Is
It Important?" along with Sacks and
student Kate Barney '06.
"My goal at the conference is to
raise some issues that are rather dif-fici- dt
and uncomfortable for people
who believe that lixd growers arc
going to be supplying institutional
buyers any lime soon," said licit.
"First, institutions, like Americans
in general, 'are addicted to cheap
fixxl. ... Second, we simply do not
have many people willing and able
to operate farms raising the kind of
fresh fixxl institutions want most (i.e.,
fresh greens and vegetables.)"
Sacks is hoping that tlie confer-
ence will help his efforts to cxp;uid the
Fixxl for Thought program in Knox
Comity. "I'm hoping to have people
from tlie Mount Venion Nazarene
University, people from tlie Mount
Venion public school system and
people from Knox Community
I IospiUd to conic and leam about tlie
possibilities of doing tliis. in tlie hope
produce
that tliat will energize them about par
ticipating," he said. "The goal is that
that sort of tiling will happen all over
tlie country."
Kenyon currently buys twelve
percent of its food locally through
Lanning's Food Service in Mount
Venion, according to Niles Gebele,
general manager at ARAmark. Meat,
apples and potatoes comprise most
of the food Kenyon buys locally;
little other produce is available in
Knox County. "We continue to
buy local produce when costs are
in line," said Gebele. "We are work-
ing with Lanning's to secure more
greenhouse-grow- n items." Recently,
load greenhouse-grow- n hydroponic
tomatoes have been served with the
salad fairs in the dining halls.
Sacks said he wants the program
to expand to a wider variety of foods
next year. "We'd like to incorporate
diiiry. There is a wide variety of
cheese that is raised here and in I Iol-m- cs
County," he said. "And there are
a lot of tilings where tlie ingredients
may not be lixal but tlie production
is local for example, braids."
I Iowever, many debate (lie cost
of farm-to-cafeter- ia programs. "I
don't think it's applicable for every
institution in Knox Count)'," said Jeff
. IcCutcheon, Extension Educator for
the Ohio Suite University Agricultur-
al Extension in Knox Comity. "If we
went to completely load foods,
the cost would rise. The current
infrastructure and system of produc-
tion aren't as cheap here as they are in
other places. N leat, for example the
closest federal slaughter facility is in
Columbus."
At N fount Venion Nazarene Uni-
versity, Fixxl Sen ice Director Todd
Gallup said tliat programs such as
Foixl for Thought seem expensive.
"It is a huge increase just to get the
fixxl from here than from my large
companies," he said. "If I can get
tilings close to tlie same price, I w ill
buy it here."
I Iowever, N IcCutcheon, who has
worked with farmers and distributors
to coordinate efforts with the Food
for Thought program, believes that
a higher cost "needs to be weighed
against the benefits of local food,
such as stronger support of local
agriculture, knowing where tlie food
comes from, having the opportunity
to see how it's produced, and higher
quality"
Sacks contends tliat farm-to-caf-elcr- ia
programs are not always more
expensive than the national food
system. "While certain products do
cost more primarily because you're
getting much better quality other
pnxlucts don't," he said. "Produce,
when it's in season, because it's so
abundant loadly, costs less. So tlie
prices may even out." Sacks also said
that tlie national fixxl system am raise
prices on food in its own way. "While
there are efficiencies in dcaline with
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the national foixl system, there arc also
potentially higher costs because you
have so many more 'middlemen,'"
he said. "You may see that with the
rise in transportation costs, local food
sources are going to become very
competitive."
I Ielt agreed. 'The gixxl news is
that with the end of cheap oil, local
fanners will have to convert their
farms to something other than corn
and soybeans," he said "And eventu-
ally we will have to return to the local
food system that we had before World
War II. At that point everyone, includ-
ing institutions, will have to find local
sources for their foixl and a lot more
people will be working on farms."
Kenyon 's food bill has risen since
tlie implementation of the Food for
Thought program. According to As-
sociate Vice President for EinanceTeri
Blanchard the College added $90,000
to its 2004-200- 5 budget to cover the
cost of buying more expensive load
fixxls, which amounts to approxi-
mately $56 per student. Next year,
said Blanchard, tlie cost will prob-
ably rise, although it is uncertain by
how much, because the food service
contract has not yet been renegotiated
with ARAmark.
According to Gebele, the Col-
lege spent $1.3 million on food from
October 2003 to September 2004, and
that cost is also expected to rise. "Our
overall food cost from academic year
2003-200- 4 as compared to academic
year 2004-200- 5 has increased a total
of7.5 percent to date," said Gebele. "If
you assume that inflation is about 2.5
percent, then the cost associated with
the load foods is approximately five
percent."
Farm-to-cafeter- ia programs also
pose formidable logistical challenges.
"The problem is not convincing people
tliat it's a good idea; it's building the
foixl system, which is no small task,"
said Sacks. "If you want 40 bushels
of tomatoes from local farmers, you
might need fiteen farmers to get the 40
bushels. You have to deal with fifteen
delivery times and negotiate payment
with every individual. That's a very
difficult logistical problem."
In his role as Extension Educator,
IcCutcheon has seen other tensions
develop between proponents of local
and national food systems. "Most of
the large agribusiness companies
aren't opposed to the choice" pro-
vided by buying load foods, said N Ic-
Cutcheon. 'They just don't like some
of the rhetoric from tlie proponents of
tlie load food system trying to limit
what they ain do. ... In other suites,
there are pushes for a moratorium on
large animal facilities, such as dairy
fanns or large hog facilities. . . . What
we hair out of the agribusiness com-
panies is 'don't limit out production
ability. You choose to raise food your
way. It may be different than ours,
but neither is completely right or
WTOI12.'"
Due to stal l' error, there was a mistake in last w eek's article about tlie Mount Ycmon school district's
bond issue ("New school levy on May 3 ballot," Apr. 28). It was reported that Miriam Lindstrom's daugh-
ters "attend" Wiggin Street School. In fact, they no longer attend tlie school, and the article should have
read "attended."
Due to columnist error ("Horow itz: right idea, wrong way," Apr. 28) a history course taken by John
Hart '05 was erroneously called a political science course.
The Collegian apologizes for any inconvenience caused by these errors.
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Canterbury
BY MARA ALPERIN
Features Editor Emerita
"A long time ago, Ilarcourt
Parish decided that it wanted to
bring back the campus Episcopal
Chaplain," said Bryan Stokes '05.
"So they procured funding from
a grant provided by the diocese
of Ohio and, combined with their
own money, brought Laura Toep-fe- r.
She left, and was replaced
by Karl Stevens last year."
This is the story of Karl
Stevens' 2005 arrival on cam-
pus with the position of the
Chaplain. However, the grant
was intended for three years,
and the term will end next
spring. To prevent Steven's im-
minent departure, Canterbury
Kenyon has started a fundraiser.
"Lots of people know
New scholarly art journal Peregrinations on track and online
BY ASHLEIGH CHIN
StaffWriter
"The focus of Peregrinations
is any aspect of medieval art and
architecture," said Associate Pro-
fessor of Art History Sarah Blick,
who is editor-in-chi- ef of the on-
line journal hosted by Kenyon and
LBIS and published by the Inter-
national Society for the Study of
Pilgrimage Art.
Peregrinations publishes
scholarly articles, book reviews,
notes and announcements relating
to issues facing the field of me-
dieval art history. It also includes
Web site recommendations and
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fights to keep Reverend
and appreciate Stevens but
are. unaware of this problem,"
said Stefanie Wilson '08. "As
a group, we Canterbury
want to do what we can to
prevent this from happening."
The official report states that,
"the Ilarcourt Parish position of
Chaplain to Kenyon College has
multiple funding sources until
the spring of 2006." Thus, the
position will cease to exist if
more funding is not secured.
The funding comes from grants
made by the Diocese of Ohio
College Works Committee, Ke-
nyon College Board of Campus
Ministries, Kenyon College
Community Development Fund,
as well as contributions from
alumni, parents and friends.
Canterbury has pledged to
raise $1,000, according to Wil
new archeological discoveries,
lists conferences and announces
calls for papers. The journal was
started because of a lack of publi-
cation venues focusing solely on
medieval art.
Working with Blick on Per-
egrinations is Rita Tekippe, ex-
ecutive editor and a Medieval Art
I Iistory professor at West Georgia
State University.
"It's been a lot of fun pro-
ducing the journal," said Blick.
Among her responsibilities are
submitting articles to refer-ee- s,
communicating with the authors
of articles, recruiting art historians
and art historical organizations to
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son. Various donors have agreed
to match this amount, bringing
the projected total to $4,000.
The Diocese's goal is
to raise $1,600,000 total.
Wilson said that the group
asked for donations from
students and is also holding
numerous fund-raisin- g events.
"We sold gingerbread cook-
ies at SpringFest," said Wilson.
"We plan to sell cookies at
Peirce, but we don't expect to
make too much from that."
"When Stevens goes to the
diocese of Ohio, we want the bish-
op to say, "look at how dedicated
these students are," added Wilson.
Becky Iloldorph '07 said
that losing Stevens would
be "full blow to Kenyon."
"Through Karl's work, Can
terbury formed and became an of
contribute to the non-jurie- d part
of the journal and making sure
the Web site gets put together.
A benefit of the journal's on-
line status is the photo bank. Blick
said, "Art historians can find excellent--
quality images in the photo
bank that can be downloaded and
used in the classroom and in their
research."
Such innovations combined
with financial feasibility are what
led to Peregrinations becoming an
online journal. Being online has
also allowed for world access and,
according to.Blick, readers have
come from places as far varied as
Qatar, Belgium, Tunisia, Russia
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Karl Stevens at Kenyon
ficial group last year," said Ilold
orph. "We would have to switch
to student leadership, which
would be doable, but tough."
Canterbury is a student group
affiliated with the Episcopal
Church, although membership
is open to anyone on campus,
"regardless of where you are,
religiously or spiritually," said
Iloldorph. According to Wilson,
Kenyon College has always had
a chaplain, even though one is
not supported by the school.
"I think the Canterbury or-
ganization is open, loving and
welcoming in the community,"
said Andrea Dedmon '05. "We are
bound together by the chaplain."
"Karl does his best to be vis-
ible on campus," said Iloldorph.
"For example, he was present
after the death of Colin Boyar- -
and I long Kong. However, most
of the readers are from the United
States, followed by Germany and
the United Kingdom.
Scott Pringle, Kenyon's Art
History Gallery Assistant, de-
signed the Web site, and Rachel
Miller '05 is the current webmas-
ter. Blick said she has enjoyed
working with both. Miller is cur-
rently the only Kenyon student
who participates in the production
of Peregrinations, but Blick hopes
that more students will become
involved in research and writing
short articles, especially articles
concerning relevant archaeologi-
cal finds.
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ski and the surrounding events."
Wilson affirmed that Stevens
contributes to an impressive num-
ber of on-camp- us organizations,
"lie runs Tuesday night dinners
at Canterbury, and he's also the
advisor of Activists United. He
recently spoke at the Conference
of Acronyms ... he's such an ac-
tive part of campus," Wilson said.
"He goes to everyone's
plays, concerts, etc.," added
Dedmon. "He's been very
dedicated to the college."
"He is the embodiment of
the liaison between the stu-
dents and the community," said
Kes Schroer '08. "It's a good
service and social outreach."
"Karl works with lots of stu-
dents, regardless of their religious
affiliation," said Iloldorph. 'We're
all in support of keeping him."
Blick is grateful to the Mrs.
Giles R. Whiting Foundation
whose Whiting Research Grant
allowed her to use the monies
from the grant to produce Per-
egrinations.
Peregrinations currently pub-
lishes two issues a year and hopes
to eventually publish on a quarterly
basis. The next issue will include
articles on northern pilgrimage ar-
chitecture, medieval artblogs.and
a database of pilgrim souvenirs and
secular badges. A book review by
Kenyon Professor of English Wil-
liam Klein is also to be featured.
Peregrinations can be found online
at peregrinations.kenyon.edu.
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Summer
BY KIRSTEN REACH
Features Assistant
On Saturday, April 30,
Kenyon kicked off ils annual
Summer Send-Of- f. Activities
began at 1:00 p.m. with a scries
of inflatable games and a foam
maker. Music started on Peirce
Lawn at 2:00 p.m., with perfor-
mances by Josh K., Kcro Kero
Superstar, Marquis de Rad and
Dead Band. Popcorn, snow cones
and mocktails were available be-
side the outdoor stage.
"The foam machine was
absolutely amazing!" said Kate
Culliton '08. "I chased the foam,
and it was fun."
The music continued in
the evening at Gund Commons
as The Cosmonauts, Fat Kid,
Mangine Steamroller and Po-
tato Famine performed. These
bands were winners from the
"Battle of the Bands" which the
Social Board hosted a few weeks
ago. Finally the featured band,
Medeski, Martin and Wood, took
the stage at 10:00 p.m.
"They sound more like a law
firm than a band," said Bob Proc-
tor '07 who attended the event
on Saturday night, "But they're
pretty good!"
73
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Billy Callis sings for the band Marquis
weekend. The band also features Chris
.
Tree Girolamo '08 said, "I
didn't hear of them before they
came here. But it was all right
music, pretty mellow and some-
thing you could just sit and listen
to."
The stage for the evening's
music groups was placed in-
doors because of poor weather.
"Lying
"
on the couch watching
TV."
Harry Fishleigh '05
"Watching I Iarry lie on the
couch w atching TV."
Brian Taubman'05
!
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"Either chasing tornadoes or
whale-watching-
."
Sarah Goldstein '07
"Stealing laptops."
Kristin Moe '07
.
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KIRSTEN REACH
Ifyou didn't have finals next week, what would you
-
- -
be doing?
"Racing cars."
Adam Leverone '08
s'
"Sleeping."
Alex Rinehart '08
'Masrurb going home."
Shawn Hall '08
BY JENNY LU AND
Send-Of- f
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De Rad during the Summer Send-of- f
Gray, Josh Carrigan and John Forney
According to an announcement
from the Social Board, "The lour
manager, sound and lights com-
pany and the production manager
for Medeski, Martin and Wood
all need to be on the same page
in order for a concert to work.
As w e talked with them multiple
times in the past several days, the
Local angle on World War II
American Studies seminar presents exhibit
BY JENNY LU
Features Editor
This year's American Stud-
ies senior seminar, "N luseums and
Memory: World War II in Knox
County," will culminate in an
exhibit entitled "Duly Whispers:
Knox County and World War II"
that will be unveiled in the Olin
Library atrium on Monday, May
9 at 7:00 p.m. "Duly Whispers"
examines the effect of World War
II on the citizens of Knox County
both at home and abroad.
According to the press release
for the exhibit, "though much
research has been conducted on
the national and statewide levels
concerning the impact of World
War II, very little has occurred on
the county or municipal levels."
"The name 'Duly Whispers'
conies from a poem by Ralph
W aldo Emerson, which we came
across in the 1945 Mount Vernon
I Iigh School yearbook, after a list
of students killed up to that point
in Word War II," explained Anne
Rogers '05, who is co-proje- ct
manager with Catherine Stctlcr
'05. The excerpt comes from
the poem Voluntaries and is as
follows: "So nigh is grandeur to
our dust,, So near is God to man,
When Duty w hispers low, Thou
Must, The youth replies, I can."
Visiting Assistant Professor
of American Studies Kevin Britz
made the exhibit a class assign-
ment for the American Studies
senior seminar. Britz said that
some of the exhibit's goals were
music, good fun
r.'r f.
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Steve Klisc
festivities that took place this
weather and outdoor conditions
became a huge factor. The stage,
sound equipment and lights pull
a lot of power and electricity,
and, w ith a wet ground and mist
most of the day today, they were
unw illing to risk people getting
harmed."
The Social Board chose Gund
"to show how to research a local
topic, methods of communicating
information to visitors through
visual and artifactual mediums,
basic principles of exhibit design
and how to prioritize messages."
The thirteen students in the
class spent first semester reading
about World War II and develop-
ing a background in the academic
discipline of museum studies.
Second semester was spent "tak-
ing oral histories, doing further
research, writing exhibit texts,
gathering photographs, editing,
collecting artifacts and building
the actual exhibit," explained
Rogers.
The students interviewed a
v ariety of people to collect in-
formation, including a number
of veterans, wives of soldiers,
and conscientious objectors.
Rogers said that the whole
exhibit was a collaborative ef-
fort: "Each person in the class
had a specific job in addition to
researching and writing text for
one section of the exhibit," she
said. "Some people edited, oth-
ers planned and built the layout,
two students did all of the artis-
tic work laying out the panels,
choosing colors and putting to-
gether the panels. Other people
worked on publicity and gathered
artifacts."
Through images, the exhibit
depicts many aspects of life in the
World War II era. "There are a
number of photographs obtained
from a variety of sources such as
the Kenyon archives, the Mount
Commons as a last resort; both
Rosse Hall and Ernst Center
were reserved for other events.
Some students tried to
counter the event's traditional
emphasis on alcohol. A rally was
held Friday evening to promote
responsible drinking.
"Send-Of- f is a great event
that the College plans for the
right reasons," said Sarah Gold-
stein '07. "For a lot of people,
it's a really great way to spend
one last week relaxing before
diving into exams. It gives peo-
ple some social perspective when
the going gets really tough... . On
the other hand, I think that many,
though not all, students overdo it.
Fm not against drinking or party-
ing, but to drink so much that you
don't remember anything about
the day? I feel that's a misuse of
the College's generosity."
A few students had suggestions
for next year's Send-Of- f. "I think
people need to come south ear-
lier in the day," said Jessica Free-man-Sla- dc
'06. "Hopefully the
bands w ill be south next year."
"I think people's expecta-
tions for Send-Of- f are so high,
they forget to enjoy themselves,"
said Sarah Goldstein '07.
Vernon public library and person-
al collections," said Sletlcr. "The
photographs arc of families, busi-
nesses and scenes w ithin Mount
Vernon during World War II."
In addition to examining
Knox County's role in providing
soldiers and machinery for the
war effort, "Duty Whispers" looks
at how Knox County fanners sup-
plied food for troops abroad, how
women's roles expanded and how
the people who remained behind
made sacrifices. According to the
press release, over 4,400 men and
women served overseas. Compa-
nies like Shellmar boosted the lo-
cal economy with their wartime
manufacturing. And even Keny on
College trained meteorologists
for the war effort.
Britz hopes that "audiences will
come away with the deep impact the
war caused in one local community,
far away from the actual conflict."
Realization of die effects of World
War II is also something his students
want the audience to gain from the
exhibit. "I hope that people will
take away an understanding of how
involved Knox County was in World
War n not just with people fight-
ing overseas, but also the influence
that it had from the home front," said
Amy Rolhman '06, who designed
the exhibit's set.
"Duty Whispers" will be on
display at Kenyon for a week, after
which it will move to the Knox
County Historical Society. A public
opening for the exhibit will be held
there on Thursday, May 19 at 7:00
p.m.
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TJie Peirceiad: an epic of reflection
Now the great array of students, and Volvo-drivin- g profs
Slept all Wednesday morn, in drunken stupors often ...
But Night and sweet Rest touched not the Tower where
Like bureaucrats of some god we typed the town
On OSX and so! - come rosy-finger- ed Dawn --
Gave Random Moments to this chaotic world
From the realm of Sports came long enumerations
Every distance, goal and flashing Save recorded
Hammered into terse Articles, well-shape- n charts and graphs
Some were even accurate!
Tennis won, the Ladies' stout hearts were broken,
In Ernst, where Poseidon's very Swimmers
Were, by long tradition, masters of all contending
More mild airs in Features, A&E
Blew from that place where come Whimsy, Curios, and sweet Humor
Laboriously aligned in columns of five, round photos,
Like jesters' armies massing on a plain
Discord and cruel Accusation massed in their realm
Of Op-E- d, w here collegiate dueled,
O'er questions Presidential and of Bias
Most hated of the Nymphs, unmatchable
In being seen in every droll disagreement
All these in their thunderous home were tamed, just barely!
For one young Editor can direct the River, but not hold it.
Then at front there were the women (the men!) of News
That realm of Tumult, shifting visions
Each week some question crossed, was harnessed
As swiftly, as briefly, as water at the mill.
Interviews and documents and other ways of sooth
Promised illumination in Gambier, the World
Where they failed, sat sweet Correction Box
Reminding we mortals of our place
For in those days we were,
As brief as Life above cold ground
The fools of all, friends of each other
Pink Nectar and cheese cubes were our food
Strange sport we made of ducks, of argument ...
What's done is done, we take our leave
Like all before, to come, and ever
Thus were we at night, in the township of Gambier
Or was it all a dream?
Advertisers should contact Megan Shipley for current rales and further
information at (740) 427-533- 8 or 5339, or via e-m- ail at collcgianC" kcnyon.edu. All
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OPINIONS
Kenyon is
BY BRYAN STOKES II
Editor-in-Chi-
ef Emeritus
It's difficult to write a final col-
umn without succumbing, at least in
some small pail, to the temptation to
reminisce about years gone by. It is
even more difficult to abstain from
indulging the desire to rant, to name
names, to attack those by whom one
has been constantly assailed.
To do so, however, would serve
no purpose but to augment my own
vanity. Instead, it is far more beneficial
to reflect, to air a grievance or two and
to contribute a hopefully useful sug-
gestion.
Throughout my four years here
at Kenyon, I have noticed a danger-
ous trend in our learning community.
A vitriolic desire for conformity has
taken hold and dissent has become
taboo. The oft-tout- ed concept of
"learning in the company of friends"
has quickly come to mean "learning in
the company of those who agree with
you."
There is an inherent danger in cre-
ating a closed learning environment
The purpose of attending an institute
of higher learning is to exchange ideas
freely to give and receive construc-
tive criticism about new or different
ideas. When only one type of idea
can be countenanced without meeting
constant opposition, education, in the
liberal arts sense, can only fail.
Consider the example of Law-
rence Summers, President of Harvard
University, who was attacked for sug-
gesting the possibility of biological
differences in aptitude between men
and women. Accused of sexism and
promoting unsubstantiated stereo-
types, Summers' credibility has been
decimated, and his career affected,
simply because he dared to introduce
a controversial hypothesis into the
Poor attendance plagues
BY ANDREW IRV1N
Guest Columnist
Okay, so I am aware that music
is almost the only thing I ever talk
about, but there are some very in-
teresting things I have experienced
over the course of this year with the
Kenyon music scene. For one, I have
found it interesting that despite the
general student inclinations towards
underground music of all genres,
many Kenyon students arc unwill-
ing to put forth the effort to come out
to hear bands simply because they
have never heard of them. Kids often
ask me why I have not been bring-
ing bands anyone has ever heard of
before. I rarely have the chance to
explain that no bands have ever heard
of Kenyon before. Most of the rea-
son why I came to this school was to
make this schtxl the place for music
in the Midwest. It has been really
easy to start creating buy, and now
a lot of the important independent
labels and agencies in this country
know Kenyon and have good things
to say about it. Bands that perform
here like this school and they keep
telling their friends in other bands to
come our way.
Unfortunately, this is not be-
cause of student attendance. I do not
too closed-minde- d
world of possibility.
I am neither defending nor advo-
cating the view which Summers es-
poused, as I lack the resources to make
any determination. One is inclined.to
wonder, however, if Summers would
have become similarly embattled were
he Kenyon 's president. I low many stu-
dents would have organized to protest
against him? Would it be possible for
him to retain any modicum of respect,
or would he be forced to resign? Within
the answer to these questions lies the
status of academic freedom on our
hallowed hill.
In many of our own seminar
rooms, friendly banter and academic
discourse are frequently intertwined.
Sometimes, however, through no
fault of the professor, an dissenting
viewpoints, rather than being granted
equal respect by the majority, are shot
down. Such a problem often mirrors
itself in this publication. Opinion col-
umns or paid advertisements which
deviate from a "left-leanin- g" manner
of thinking have sometimes fielded
allegations of bias on the part of the
newspaper.
Such labels are dangerous. It
becomes far too easy to label each
person as "red or blue," or "liberal or
conservative." Once this occurs, it is
easy to simply turn away from those
with w hom one disagrees. Such a
trend became all-to- o prominent on
both sides of the fence in the wake of
the 20O4 presidential election.
Far too frequently, w e assume
that, once we have labeled someone,
w e can assign them a stereotypical list
of values, beliefs and desires, without
bothering to acknowledge that there are
any potentially valid viewpoints which
they might hold. N lore importantly, we
do this without stepping outside of our
own comfort .one and holding a frank
and open conversation. The potential
know if it is that Kenyon kids forget
there are other things going on in the
world outside of campus (because I
know I do sometimes) but despite all
the e-ma- ils and flyers and New-scop- e
ads and flat-o- ut shorting for people
to tum up at shows, attendance has
been poor for many of the bands
playing this year. I am not sure if
students do not care about anything
being done on campus that doesn't
involve their friends and fellow
students. It is absurd to watch kids
stay for student bands and walk out
w hen touring bands, usually people
who are putting everything they have
into'lheir time on the road, go on for
a set. It is incredibly poor etiquette,
and it reflects poorly on all of us.
So for those of you out there
who do care about the music w e bring
to this school and the music thai stu-
dents of our school create, come out
to the shows and slick around, even if
it is for a band you have not heard of.
We have had some liltlc-know- n but
amaing acts out this year, like Pilot
Round the Sun, System and Station,
Chin Up Chin Up, Old Canes and
more. If you do not recognize any
of these names, you missed out on
hearing some really cool people play
music. They are all very accessible,
and if any students here arc interested
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to confront the unfamiliar, thus being
truly educated, is adversely affected.
This is not exclusive to liberal or con-
servative environments. Homogeneity
and closed-mindedne-ss can never be
beneficial.
Detailing a problem at length, of
course, is only the first step to reaching
a solution. As with all problems worth
solving, this one cannot be addressed
and repaired overnight. A complete
transformation from within the stu-
dent body itself is demanded. Not a
transformation brought about through
unnatural means, but a transformation
of mindset a transformation towards
acceptance and understanding. Open-
ness must be embraced, for Kenyon to
accomplish its missioa
For far too long, we have been
too much "like Kokosing, obedient
to some strange spell, which urges us
from all reposing." We have become
set in our ways, we have shunned
change, we flow with the current, ig-
norant of those who travel in another
direction. As the river flows, never
stopping, never deviating, never lis-
tening, never caring, so do we.
It is up to us to begin to usher in
transition to cease the laissez-fair- e at-
titude which, admittedly, many of us
who now graduate have only served to
perpetuate, and to begin to truly care.
One might wonder why I, soon
to be an alumnus, care about these
imperative changes. Surely, I am
unaffected by what takes place after
I depart from this hallowed hill. Yet
when I recall the adventure which I
am now bringing to a close, it is only
fitting that I continue to desire only the
best for my alma mater. Fouryearsago,
while searching for a college, I decided
that, to paraphrase from our founder,
this would do. Now, with the end in
sight, I can only hope that this place
will begin to do better.
music scene
in getting involved in the music in-
dustry, it is a perfect opportunity to
talk to them about life on the road
and dealing with everything that goes
into putting out records and making
it happen. Having a supportive com-
munity here for kinds that come will
be reciprocated when they, in tum,
help students get started playing
music for a living. Bands, labels
and agencies have all begun to offer
their support to what I send in their
direction.
The musical reputation of
Kenyon has been improving expo-
nentially over the course of this year.
We will be bringing bigger acts in the
future, such as Ratatat, Finback, Q
And Not I The Com Gang (the cur-
rent incarnation ofThe Unicorns) and
many others. Bands are now asking
to play at Kenyon, as opposed to at
the start of the year, when we had
to actively seek out shows to bring.
Things are going well, and it would
be so much better if the student body
would start showing its support in
numbers. This can begin Friday.
May 6 on Ransom Lawn at 8 PM
with the Tilly and the Wall show.
Set a precedent for the musical com-
munity around the country and show
them that Kenyon matters. I hope to
see the entire campus there.
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consequences we quickly render
it one-dimension- al. What of
beauty? W hat of grace? "What or
serenity?
American religion is, at least
in its public presentation, once
again limiting itself to spheres of
morality and turning a blind eye to
beauty, grace and philosophic se-
renity. In November, .Americans
voted their "values." The term
"values," as it is currently used,
is a shibboleth - a w ord used by
the Gileadites in Judges 12 to
determine whether those trying
to cross the fords of the Jordan
were Ephraimites, enemies of
theirs who could not pronounce
the "sh" sound. A shibboleth
determines who belongs and
who doesn't. In this case, the
word "values" is being used to
determine who rightfully belongs
within the sphere of orthodox
American culture, and tins deter-
mination necessarily carries with
it an attempt to exclude those who
will not or cannot adhere to those
"values." I suspect that a suspi-
cion of human nature, sometimes
justifiable, lies at the root of this
process of creating shibboleths.
OPINIONS
leading people to try to control or
contain those aspects of our nature
that are deemed unacceptable.
In the past month, the pages
of the Collegian and the e-m- ail
inboxes of students, faculty and
staff, have been filled with at-
tempts to define values for this
community. Eew have insisted
on shibboleths as the best w ay to
go about this. But w e have ;ill been
quick to look for an answer to the
tragedy of Colin Boyarski's death
in institutional and cultural change.
I do not want to speak against such
change, but I do w ant to assert that
it cannot form our only response.
What or beauty? What of grace?
What or serenity?
Fortunately, we were allowed
some measure or beauty and grace
at the memorial service for Colin
that took place two w eeks ago. As
I listened to the reflections or his
friends, I realized what a gift they
w ere giving to us. We have been
allowing Colin to become an is-
sue. I lis friends asserted, in their
anecdotes and testimonials, that he
was a human being and that they
found him beautiful. It w as obvi-
ous, from what they said, that his
lire contained a measure or grace,
and an ability to see the good in
other people and to love them.
These characteristics are also part
or human nature, and they are
neither as easy to define nor as
easy to control as the actions w e
take in acquiescence to a system or
values. I have struggled with his
death, because fifteen years ago,
when I was a freshman at Kenyon,
I frequently hinged. I was blind to
the values that I now uphold. But
I loved my friends, and I hope that
I treated them with some measure
or grace.
I do not mean to suggest that
w e should not lay claim to a set or
values, that we should not assert
that there are constructive and de-
structive aspects to human nature.
We can suggest belter ways to live,
but w e should do so out or compas-
sion, rather than from any sense
or moral outrage. As Gilberto
Esqueda '05 so eloquently said at
the rally last Friday, compassion
implies a sense or responsibility
Tor each other. And such a sense
or responsibility is the defining es-
sence or our values. Shibboleths
that reject responsibility for those
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Beauty, grace and serenity needed for closure
BY REV. KARL STEVENS
Guest Columnist
"Many of the world's reli-
gions would gladly be judged on
the basis of the beauty they es-
pouse, the graee they impart, the
philosophie serenity they provide.
American religion, legitimating it-
self to a public, chose to do so on
moral grounds."
I take this quote from Martin
Marty's Righteous Empire: The
Protestant Experience in America,
a fascinating history, which goes
a long way toward explaining
much of the current religious and
political climate in the country. It
is also a quote that has haunted
me throughout the course of this
year, and I would like to take some
time in this, my final column of
the semester, to reflect on why
I've found it so defining at this
niaoment in time.
I am a Christian, and I believe
in following Jesus' injunction that
human beings should "be perfect,
as your father in heaven is per-
fect." There is undoubtedly a
moral aspect to this dictum, but
if we attend only to its moral
7
people or actions that we find trou-
bling do not define our values. If
we are to bring about cultural
change, whether in Gambicr or in
the nation, it seems to me that the
first step is to look for the beauty
and grace in one another and ac-
cept our responsibility Tor nurtur-
ing it.
I have left serenity for last,
and that is because I find it dif-
ficult to talk about it in the secular
sense that these other aspects of
my faith can be expressed. For
serenity implies an end to human
striving, an acceptance that there
are things beyond human control.
For me, ultimate control belongs
to God, and this acknowledgment
acts as a counterbalance against the
occasional excesses of moralism.
There are things I find troubling
in human nature. Yet I am not in
control of human nature, nor is any
system, nor is any institution. To
try to exert full control over hu-
man behavior is futile. Serenity
provides an answer to the question
"What, then, can we do?" Do what
you have the capacity to do. See.
the beauty in one another, and treat
one another with grace.
Boyarskis to Kenyon: Students, please look out for classmates and yourselves
Dear Friends,
Colin loved Kenyon, he loved his friends and he loved his teachers. Two weeks before he died, when we drove him back here after spring break, he looked around campus,
smiled, and said, "It's good to be back!" He truly loved this community.
And this community responded so thoughtfully and w ith so much love and concern when you learned or Colin's death. The calls, the cards and notes from students and
faculty, administrators and alumni have helped us deal w ith this unspeakable loss. We will be grieving for our son for a long time, but w e are comforted by your thoughts and
prayers. To all or you, thank you.
To Colin's Delta Phi brothers, know that he w as thrilled to be pledging and to be joining your group. In Colin's memory, w e ask you, and all fraternities on campus, to give
serious thought and take specific action to change the culture of your fraternities from a focus on having ftin at all costs to having fun with moderation and respect for one another.
Respecting one another as brothers means looking out for each other. Looking out for each other means making sure your brother is all right and not in trouble. And looking
out for each oilier means making sure no one walks home alone, no matter the time or place.
We ask each of you at Kenyon to think of ways to make sure a tragedy like this does not happen again. Talk to each other and to your campus leaders about your ideas, and
please work together to produce positive change in Colin's memory.
Thank you, Liz Keeney, for organizing this memorial service and thank you all for being here today. It truly means a lot to us. Please keep Colin and his family in your
hearts and prayers. We, in turn, will pray for you.
With love,
Libby, Dan, and Luisa Boyarski
Collegian shows indifference, callousness toward other, cultures
Dear Editor,
Thank you and Staff Writer Liz Seigle Rir including an article about the Kenyon College Gamelan Ensemble concert in your April 21, 2005, issue. Ms. Seigle did a good jot
or sclccting'from the material I provided her via email and combining it with student comments to present a reasonably accurate description of the music and dance we planned tc
Dresent.
I am compelled, however, to point out some astonishingly inaccurate editorial changes that turned Ms. Seigle's piece into a journalistic fiasco. I w ill mention only in passing the
problem of the dates and times neither of die two different dates and times the article mentions were correct, and the concert's venue was reported incorrectly as well because
those mistakes pale in comparison to the more substantial and disturbing editorial incompetence on display in the piece.
Most objectionable was article's use of the adjective "Sudanese," instead of "Sundancsc," throughout. Please note, Editor, that "Sundanesc" is correctly spelled with an 'n' be
tween the 'u' and the 'd'. There arc thirty million Sundancsc people who live in the province of West Java in Indonesia. Many or these 30 million Sundancsc people would probabl)
be surprised that reasonably well-educat- ed Americans apparently have never heard of them. They, like me, w ould be puzzled that it would occur to anybody to change Minaancse
to "Sudanese" throu"hout an article, since the copv provided constant references to Indonesia and Java, places far, Tar away from the country of Sudan in North Africa.
unfamiliar ethnic name, don't bother to look it up, or to double-chec- k with theIt makes me ansry that people w ho call themselves journalists, upon encountering an group
piece's author or consult a readily available expert, e.g., me, before making such illogical and slupid-y- es, just plain stupid-mist- akes in their copy. I find it unacceptable that youiu
journalists have the unmitigated hubris to assume that they already know everything worth knowing about Indonesian ethnic groups -- I get the impression dial the Collegian takc
the arrooant attitude that if they haven't heard of it, it probably doesn't exist. This carelessness gives the impression that the identity ol those thirty million Sudanese people jus
doesn't matter. The tragicomic insertion or the peculiarly out-o- f context explanatory note dial "Sudansese sic ... refers to a country in North Africa" into the article only makes th
gaffe seem even more inept.
ttwmv m if T m m overran I ihink. how ever, that vour mistake is emblematic of a much larger pattern of American journalistic incompetence, even malleasance. Amen
cans have earned a world-wid- e reputation as being ill-inform- ed, ignorant, arrogant and thoughtless, in part because the American press gives the rest of the world that impressioij
ih,,,,!, .iw irlmiir rrnrpsminiions of the world around them. The editorial violence done to tlus insignificant article about a concert rcmiorccs mis reputation.
Editor, please don't rely on your clearly inadequate knowledge of physical and cultural geography when writing and copy editing articles -c- heck your facts. Wrong dates ard
bad enough; misrepresented identities, however, are fighting words and provide the raw materials of hatred, prejudice, violence ana war.
Sincerely,
Henry Spiller, Luce Assistant Professor of Asian Music and Culture
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A promising pair
Two drama professors leave Kenyon cnangea
BY ELIZABETH SE1GEL
StaffWriter a
' At the start of the fall term,
Kenyon students had their ap-
prehensions about the temporary
reorganization of such a notewor-
thy Drama Department. With the
absence of three highly reputable
professors, there existed a feeling
of anxiousness about what the
year in Kenyon theater should
bring. But no surprise could have
been greater than the sen ices of
two enthusiastic, remarkably tal-
ented artists. Serving as Visiting
Professors for the year at Kenyon,
FrancisTanglao-Agua- s and former
Kenyon graduate Julian Sheppard
made their presence felt on two lev-
els -t- hat of the student body and
that of the Drama Department.
Of the student body Sheppard
says, 'Interacting with the students
has, on a daily basis, been a plea
sure, as I have constantly enjoy ed
their curiosity, and especially with
my playwriting class, their pas-
sion for writing." Likewise, he
esteems the Drama Department as
"collegia! and warm." Both men's
experience and accomplishments
have contributed to their teaching
and have largely affected the suc-
cess this year's drama department
has seen.
Julian Sheppard took his love
of playwriting from Kenyon toJul-liar- d
from 1999-2001.Teachin- g, he
attests, w as no easy transition to
make: "This w as my first experi
ence teaching, so the need to crys-
tallize and express my thoughts,
theories and passion about and for
playwriting was challenging and
rewarding."
His youth bears no reflection
on the success he has seen. His
plays have reached production in
cities such as New York and Ixs
Angeles, as well as in South Al nca.
They include Lire and Happiness,
Los Angeles, Wluitever, From Now
On, Buicks, and a handful of short
plavs. Other plays will soon be
produced in Canada. In March of
2003, Buicks was produced by the
LTnderwood theatre in McGinn
Cazale. It went on to be nominated
for two Drama Desk Awards, one
of which was Outstanding Play.
Twice Sheppard has been handed
the Le Comte de Nouy Award.
Four times he served as finalist for
the Actor Theatre of Louisville's
Ileidemann Award. Talking of
his current work he says, "I have
been working on two new plays,
ARTS
one of which, Roommates, we did
reading of last month. I have
also w ritten a draft of a screenplay
and I'm developing other film and
TV projects. I will be continuing
to focus on those after the school
year ends."
Of his time here as visiting
professor, Sheppard says, "Overall
I have had a terrific year teaching
at Kenyon I have enjoyed my
students, the classes I have taught,
and the atmosphere."
Teacher, playwright, actor, and
filmmaker, Francis Tanglao-Agua- s
came to Kenyon from Georgetown
L?niversity with a laudable resume.
After having directed the American
labor opera, "The Cradle Will
Rock," by Marc Blitzstein, Tan-glao-Ag- uas
brought his talent to
Kenyon. This spring he directed
his own work "Abuja Woman,
starring Kenyon students. .
Not only has he appeared act-
ing in films by Justin I .in and Quen-ti- n
Lee, commercials, and several
stage productions from California
to the Philippines, but he also
worked alongside award-winnin- g
filmmaker Nathan Adolfson on
various film projects. lie is recipi-
ent of the Audrey Skirball Kenis
Playwriting Award in addition to
the Palanca Aw ard in Literature.
As if this does not suffice, he has
also been named the founding
Artistic Director of the Ateneo
New Works Festival alongside the
Ateneo Fine Arts Festival in the
Philippines and the Virgin Play
Festival at Georgetown. I lis list of
credentials continues to impress: in
1993, Tanglao-Agua- s co-found- ed
die I'CLA Asian American Film
Festival. He is also the found-
ing Artistic Director of UCLA's
resident theater company. Theater
Underground. As a teacher he
has lectured at a diverse mix of
colleges and uniersit-ie- s ranging
from UCLA and Georgetown to
International Islamic University
Malaysia.
Kenyon students and faculty
must put their hands together in
honor and thanks of these two al-
ready established and accomplish-
ing artists for Uieir contributions to
die world of theater both at Kenyon
and witliin the professional drama
circle. They w ill undoubtedly lie
missed, They are, however, wished
all die best in tlieir future careers.
We kxik forward to learning of tlieir
dramatic feats to come and hope
they will soon again grace Keny on
with tlieir presence.
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Concert: Seniors dance on stilts
BY JESSICA FREEMAN-SLAD- E
Guest Wricer
Against the blue-li- t scrim
of the Bolton, dancers balance
precariously on wooden stilts like
giraffes, rickety human architecture
against the fluid movement of their
earth-boun- d counterparts. Figures
in white scraps of costumes move
about die floor, weaving in and out
of their 16 people in this featured
performance. You know it's time i
for the Spring Dance Concert when
die Bolton Stage is transformed into
a playground of movement and
light, when over forty dancers take
the stage and captivate the Keny on
community in diree spell-bindin- g
performances.
This season's dance concert, as
in past years, showcases die work
of both student choreographers and
dance professors. The stage fea-
tures pieces by Professor Balinda
Craig-Quijad- a, Assistant Professor
Julie Brodie, and Part-Tim- e Profes-
sor Kathleen Pierson, whose pieces
of "music visualization" attempts to
translate the musical form directly
from note to movement.
The entire company is thrilled
with the results of the rehearsal pro-
cess: senior Sara Murdock notes on
her involvement in Craig-Quijada- 's
piece, "It's die most gratify ing piece
I've danced in dius far. It's emotion-
ally complex and compositionally
straightforward at the same time.
I always feel a little bit sad when
it ends. For some reason it feels
calmly tragic."
This year also features the
work of guest choreographer and
former adjunct professor Kristina
Isabelle, who choreographs die se-
nior piece, entitled levels & Lines
(Pari 16). The piece involves an
electronic music score by Tricky
and IN'KLF, sixteen dancers both
grounded and on wooden stilts, and
lighting designed by Keny on's own
Will Adashek '05 and costumes by
TVnl'pvxnr Andrew Reinert. Isa- -
belle's work is part of a series based
on die paintings of Joan Mitchell,
an abstract expressionist painter
from the 1940s. Isabelle say s on
her piece, w hich creates visual im-
agery by moving through several
different lev els of die Bolton space,
that "it's about altering people's
perspectiv es, try ing to take in the
different levels on the stage the
stilts enable the audience to get
involved, to open their minds to
something new." Isabelle's piece
looks right at home on die Bolton
Stage, which affords a size and
scope of choreographic vision that
far surpasses that of the I Till Stage.
Several of the pieces this year
recall the same intimacy of last
semester's concert. One of the
senior pieces, choreographed by
Shannon Donald, features Ellery
Biddle '05 in an extended solo
entitled "Taken Apart Years." "El-
lery w as my inspiration for it," says
Donald, "so we generated all of die
movement togedier and created the
quirky character that she becomes
on stage."
Senior Sara Murdock compli-
cates her "Weaving Mind Diving"
with six singers, five dancers,
and herself immersed in her own
complex choreography. Senior
Hall Carlough presents his final
piece of choreography at Kenyon,
building on the wild success of
last semester's piece, "Little Black
Boxes."
Lindsay Junkin's solo, entitled
"Static Discourse," presented some
problems in its conception. "I came
up with some images and feelings
had about my movement, and I
realized that I was working w ith
two dynamics: fluid, free move-
ment, and 'stuck' or sharper limited
movement." Junkin describes herf
Wnh Murdock flings herself berweenO
the pieces that will be featured in the
dance as investigating die param-
eters of reality: "I always end up in
a box of light, symbolizing entrap-
ment, or, in more optimistic terms, a
paradigm in which I can only think
and exist in a certain kind of way.
My life is formed and can adjust
and develop in a limited fashion
because diere is a track on which
I am predetermined to live."
In addition to the senior pieces,
diree pieces are choreographed by
rising juniors, w hat Craig-Quijad- a
notes is a nice "orientation to w hat
they'll be doing next year as senior
dancers." Junior Abi Rollins' cho- -
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reography features an original score
by Professor Ted Buehrer of the
Music department, w hile the piece
by juniors Katie Capaldi and Louisa
Harding features children from the
Wiggin Street Elementary School,
which the choreographers note
serves "as a constant reminder of
their ever-prese- nt freedom of move-
ment."
This concert brings many new
things from the Dance Department
to the Kenyon community: new
choreographers, a class of extraor-
dinary departing dancers, and a
whole new group of dancers get-
ting ready to participate. Murdock
If
Kevin Guckes
two human towers during one of
Spring Dance Concert.
comments.'Tm really glad diere are
so many new people in die concert
that haven't ever been involved be-
fore. It's nice to know diat diere 's a
healthy interest in the department."
Widi so much offered in just one
show, it would be a shame to miss
diis season's offering from Keny on's
dance department.
The Spring Dance Concert
will be performed Thursday,
May 5,h through Saturday,
May 7,h at 8 PM in the Bolton
Theater. Tickets are SI and are
available at the Bolton Box Of-
fice (pbx 5546).
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Britney's
BY(M)l-VNl:J.SO- N
Humor Columnist
In America tlx.' only tilings we
lo c moic tlian the absurd status of our
cclchities are tlic nirc chances we get
to viciously throw them from the
xxlesl.ils wc have created. We love
assisting in llie creation of famous
ixople by tuning into lltcir sliows t
buying their ;iHuims, but we would
much rather w atch.plcauitly agliasl,
as our idols plunge lunn tlK' summit
of ;xk ratii i ii lto our on kxiking liasc-cam- p
Mow. In esseiKX', we actually
like ilstxi lliilips Ixtter now as llie
punch line to a had joke ikui we ever
ilid w 1k.ii tlx-- y wetv jToducing qi tility,
if ilmgciously overweight, pop-nx- k
in llie early 90s - which may explain
the amount itf press being given to
Britney Sjxai-s- ' cimvnt pop-sta- r high
dive. Tlx-- girl is in alisolulc freefall
arid people can't get eix High
L en one year ago Britney's
name was lxing kitted around as
(lie heir to Madonna's tlianic as (lie
"queen of pop " l ln;lt point snc
liad a fourth pl.itiinun selling record
;uxl a liit single, "Toxic," mistaken in
some sections of Russia as rcfemng
to Die country's troubled rclatk Hiship
w i Ji nixie; ireiK'igy. Actually alxnit a
scmi-alxMvcloveairair,'Toic'"-
was
a huge sixvess mid seemed to ivllect
Ixt devek ipmcnt as an artist ;uid the
conlimiing evolution of her sound.
We didn't know il' six' was a girl or
a woman. Ixit wliatcvcr slie was we
lo ed her. 1 kit then it all went to hell.
Or more accurately ... I.ouisi.uia
As nearly as anyone can tell Brit-
ney began playing Russian roulette
with her career laM year w hen she
m;uiiedachildl kxxI I rieixl fora xri(xl
of 36 In hits in Ias Vegas. While tliis
was iixTediHe -- nniiotioiial material
ft t a city Iktl pndes itself on jsoving
tiiiil any tiling can ;uid ii xs ltipjxn, it
w as a solid hi xly blow to Ixt image.
Britix-- y kxhui image predicated
on tlic assumption of un-attainabili- ty.
Record executives kixw that average
guys assumed we could never have
her. but. just like stopping for a pretty
giri in a cn ixxwalk, w e would buy Ixt
reu trds as a th;ink y ( xi foi Ixing sot nil
of our league. Gixxl pkin. unless die
stir aroinxi w hich tliis image Iiiis been
constructed x--s and ti x-- s s mic tiling
stupid like marry a hum boy from
Louisiana whose resume includes
tilings like "'paying high school foot-
hill"' and "denying domestic alxise
ekirges."
Average guys everywhere
inn
':
Gateway Center
1558 Coschocton Ave.
Mt. Vernon, Oh, 43050
Phone: (740) 392-624- 5
email: us527pakmail.org
downfall
tlioughl,"! lev, I'm no catch. But kxk
at tliis guy. At least I don't woik at
Cliick-lil-A."niemaiTiageg-
o( aver-
age guys thinking and wlxri average
guys tliink it's never gcxxl for auvonc
in lruirkcling. And just like (kit. the
Britney bubble popped: in record
time she went from jailliait liuilasy to
divorcee of questionable virtue.
In typic;J fashion Britney at-
tempted to divert attention from llie
controversy by releasing a greatest hits
album. Apiclty sUuxlirdiiKivctsccat-laclic- d
graph: release dales of lieluxl
Jackson C ircalest I lits versus elites of
molcstati( xi ii k lictn lei its ) 1 x it six- - ;x k ktl
an extra tw ist. Britney decided tlic xsl
way to sell hcrGicalcsll Iits;indm;ike
xiple forget alxnit Ixt don)cstic;illy
iolait ex-husba- ixl w as tou erasong
by I5oH)y Bniwn, ;ui ;irtisl w Iki's re-lariwis- liip
willi Wliitncy I Iouston krs
Ixxti fcaiiuedonal Ictist six e5is( xles of
Cops. And w e w eren't hiyingil. 'Ihe
dnuna just wasn't exciting itnyTnoic.
Ahnost o erniglit Britney lxv;unc
way t(xi nomud to w atch 1 ler wliole
saiixlil w as rxt cixnigh nxk ;uxl roll
aixl Ux) much hxkwixxls Ijouisi;tna
fnxip qxra ttxj little I Iollycxxl ;uid
ux) niixh Wal'llc I louse.
e expect alotof (xircelelirities
whentlK'y m;ike mistakes and Briliiey
just tLdii't deliver. If slie hxl woken
up in Ti jitnia witli a vi;il of cnxk. a
1j joixly Ikiys sex tape hiMii tlx:
prcious evening ami a nasty case of
seal lies we might liavc rsiid attention.
But niiinying a high sclx x J frieixl ;uid
tlien ekiinung they were stoix-- solxr
whe'n it hipxiKxI is to nxk ;uxl mil
sauxlils w kit I kill ;uxl Oates were
to nxk ;uid roll, llxn in a desperate
elfort to inive tlwit her life as not
beciHiiing some sick Redneck one-ac- t,
Britney got niitnied ag;iin, put on
40 pixuids ;uxl is now having a baby.
Call mecHi iiicecL
I suppi ise w e liave t( f;x--e llie fact
tkit we ;ire enjoying tliis a little lx
mixh All tifiUUY'divwcc.herdrivc-tli- m
second miuriage. arxl esxxially
htT hidexHLs w eight g;iin. In a recent
issue I S V'eekly ev en trial to break
tlic lectTd for "jiicuires ti'x' pcrsHi
uiting Iiiry (Jueen" in a sme;u aiticle
about Spears. It's exactly tliis kind of
tiling (hit we shxild be askmxxl of.
We elevated Ixt miles ab n e ourselves
aixl wlien six1 couldn't hiindle it, six;
just jiunped. Is tluil her fault? But as
six' a Hues clashing down t w ;irds tlx.-iv-st
S us nuikc suie to get out of tlx;
way. Someone could gel hurt. I Liv e
you seen how big she's gotten'.' Well,
let me tell you . . .
x L7
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Wo ship anything anywhere!
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ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT
Ten hot
DAV1DJACOX
StaffWriter
10. Going Overboard (Valeric
Brieman 1989) A young Adam
Sandler is a struggling comedian
abo;ud a cruise ship hoping for his
breakout performance. It's a little
raw, and was made before Sandler
came to prominence as a comedian.
Nevertheless, litis movie is a comic
tour de force. Trust me. Would I
lie to you?
9. Almost Famous (Cam-
eron Crowe 2000) Fifteen year
old William Miller spends his
vacation touring with an up and
coming rock 'n' roll band, writ-
ing for Rolling Stone Magazine.
Featuring a great soundtrack and
an ensemble cast including Jason
Lee, Philip Seymour I Ioffman and
Kale I Iudson, Crowe's best work to
date is an enjoy able, touching trip
tlirough tlic rock lifestyle.
8. Fast Times at Ridgemont
High (Amy Ileckcrling 1982)
Starring Phoebe Cates, Sean
Penn, Judge Reinhold and Jenni-
fer Jason Leigh, the quintessential
high school comedy still has much
to teach us. It reminds us of what
Penn was like w hen he didn't take
his job too seriously, and that side
one of Led Zeppelin's IV is the best
make out music ever.
7. Bottle Rocket (AYes Ander- -
1
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Chevy Chase, Bill Murray, Rodney
Closer
Friday, 8:00 PM
I Iiglcy Auditorium
It is pcrliaps fitting that a movie
about all the pain people am cause
one another begins with a woman
being hit by a ear. That's how Alice
(Natalie Portman), an ex-stripp- er
and Dan (Judc Law), an obituary
writer, meet in Ixnidon at the start
of Mike Nichols' Closer. The
other couple at the beginning of the
movie is comprised of Anna (Julia
Roberts), a photographer, and Larry
(Give Owen), a dennatologist. Over
a number of y cars, the couples cheat
on each oilier, swap partners and go
back again in an endless quest to
provoke je;ilously in one another.
The pleasure they get comes
not from tlic sex, but from the pain
the sex causes in others. At the
start of the film, Dan seems like
llie only real jerk, but by the end,
il becomes cie;ir that none of them
have any concept of actual love.
Larry, cspccuuly, shows himself
to be a spectacularly heartless man.
Tike, for example, his bniliil inter-
rogation of Anna over what she has
done w ith Dan (hi explicit detail).
D;m is merely a pathetic cow arc! by
summer
son 1996) Are college and work tire
driving you cra.y? Luke Wilson,
who stars alongside his brother
Owen in Wes Anderson's debut
(ilm, knows how you feel. I lis
solution: an adventure involving
robbing a bookstore, fireworks
and falling in love with a motel
housekeeper who speaks no Fng-lis- h.
It's worth a shot.
6. Y Tu Mama Tambien (Al-
fonso Cuaron 2001) Superbly shot
against the backdrop of Mexico's
kuidscapc, Cuiiron's signature film
is about ;ui unusual road trip to the
beach. Featuring two teenagers
and an attractive older woman,
this film is a fascinating character
study about friendship, sex, suid,
p;irdon the cliche, life.
5. Mallrats (Kevin Smith
1995) Jeremy London coslars w ith
Jason Lee and almost redeems him-
self for "Party of Five." With the
aid of Smith's trademark charac-
ters Jay and Silent Bob, our heroes
wreak havoc on a m;ill and prove
that tlic best way to win back y our
girlfriend is to crash her father's
game show.
4. Smokey and the Bandit
(Ilal Needham 1977) After a mere
twelve minutes of plot develop-
ment, the movie is one long car
chase, starring Burt Reynolds,
Sally Field, Jerry Reed and
Hollywood's favorite Trans Am.
K f
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Dangerfield and Fed Knight in Caddyshack
comparison. Evcn.-Jjcc,w'h- o appears
for most of the film to be innocent,
is ultimately shown to be anything
but.
This film is an actor's dream,t
providing four complex and highly
literate roles, and Nichols' cast ably
fills them. Portman is perhaps the
biggest surprise, giving her first real
adult role more depth than many crit-
ics thought she was capable of. But
it's Clivc Owen who really steals tlic
show. Although the 'Violence" in the
film is emotional in nature, you'll still
be legitimately scared of him by the
end. It's a fierce, brutiil performance,
and Owen steals ahnost every scene
he's in with his more famous co-sta- rs.
But Closer is much more than
a simple story of pretty people doing
ugly tilings. There is certainly a kind
of twisted pleasure in watching tlic
mancuvcrings of tlic four characters,
but in (lie li;uids of Nichols and Pat-
rick Marbcr (writing based on his
play), the film becomes a searing
commcnUiry on these jaded times.
The sexiud dkdogue may have you
squirming a bit in your seat, but that's
undoubtedly the reaction they were
going for, and beyond all the shock
The Kenyon Collegian 9
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Jackie Glcason contributes one
of the great villain perform;uiccs
ever as Sheriff Buford T. Justice,
fighting against Reynolds' brand
of "old fashioned communism."
3. Dazed and Confused (Rich-ai- d
Linklater 1993) For everyone
dying to throw away their books
and spend their time driving around
listening to gcxxl music and oth-
erwise doing nothing, this movie
is nothing short of inspirational --
If you're looking for bright-eye- d
teens learning about themselves
through w holesome fun, this prob-
ably is not the movie for you.
2. Wet Hot American Summer
(David Wain 2001) Janeane G;iro-fal- o,
David Hyde Pierce, Michael
Ian Black, Paul Rudd and Molly
Shannon star in a movie about
the summer camp experience we
all wish w e could have. And w hat
camp movie would be complete
without Gene, the lovable cook
who talks to a can and fondles his
sweaters?
1. Caddys hack (Harold Ra-m- is
1980) The late Mr. Rodney
Diingerfield, Billy Murray, Chevy
Chase, Ted Knight and a hilari-
ous hand puppet star in a classic
for any season. To close out the
school year, I leave you with the
w isdom of Chevy Chase: "a flute
without holes is not a flute. A donut
without holes is a Danish."
i
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value, Closer is a higlily intelligent,
highly entertaining take on modem
life.
Final Surprise Movie
Saturday, 8:00 PM
I Iigley Auditorium
Saturday at 8:00 p.m., KPS
will show tliis semester's surprise
movie. We can't really say much
about it, but we will say that it's a
very funny movie. And, in all like-
lihood, it's something you haven't
seen before. And apparently the film
was made for approximately tlic cost
of a year's tuition at Kenyon. Come
see w hat your parents gave up so
that you could go to college! Also,
there are aliens in it Everyone loves
aliens.
Also, tlic surprise movie will
mark Brian Schiller's final film aa
KFS President before handing the
job over to Jason -- Smith and Ted
I Iorniek next year. Thai's right; il
liikes two people to do everything
that he did. So, if nothing else,
conic on Saturday to say goodbye
and thank y ou to a ridiculously good
man.
Jason Smith
1 0 The Kenyon Collegian
Once on this campus: Kenyon to stage
KATIE WEISS
A & E Editor Emerita
"Some girls you marry; some
you love."
The phrase above is not, in
fact, from a female escort service,
but instead from the musical Once
on this Island, which will be per-
formed by the Musical Theater
Opera Workshop this Sunday at 8
p.m. in Rosse I Iall.
The show, set on a formerly
French-occupie- d Caribbean is-
land, is both a perfect choice for
the ensemble and quite a surprising
one as well. An ensemble musical,
Once on this Island is the story of
a peasant orphan named Ti N loune,
played by Anna Stevens '08, res-
cued by two poor peasants after a
huge flood. She grows up in her
small town, wondering why the
Gods bothered to spare her life.
One day, a wealthy young man
named Daniel, played by Michael
Krantz '07, crashes his car near her
house. She nurses him back to life
and falls in love with him, trading
her life for his via a bargain w ith the
Gods think Dr. Fans tits, but with
upbeat choreography and singing
fross. He gets well and returns to
Two movies, not alike
BY BRIAN SCHILLER
Movie Critic
The strongest moments in
Kung Fu Hustle capture the film's
ridiculousness and turn it into high
art. This w ild, fervent irreverence
finds its source in various aspects of
estem comedy, one pillar of which
is Douglas Adams' original story Tlie
Hitchhiker 's Guide to the Galaxy. It is
an irreverence that is heavily borrowed
throughout Kung Fu Hustle and less so
in the adaptation ofAdtms' novel.
The brilliance of Kung Fu Hustle
is the level of gravity it gives to this
wholly outlandish plot and atmo-
sphere. The fight choreography is
really quite gorgeous, not only for its
artful fluid motion, but also for how
deftly it intcrtw incs the dazzling kung
fu with the ridiculous characters and
their sets.
Kung Fu Hustle boasLs a re-
markable know ledge of American
pop culture, mixing in Ginger Rogers
posters with a hallway straight out of
Tlie Silence of the Lambs. This only
adds to the irreverent fun of the piece;
the distinctly Chinese feci to tlie film
is offset and made universal by its
dedication to and interest in Western
cultures.
It's that irreverence, though, tliat
ultimately docs the film in. In such a
film it's entirely possible to go too far
over the top, and writer director star
Stephen Chow is more than guilty
of taking his characters too far. It's
not that some of tlie material Glow
uses is inappropriate or in bad taste;
he jast needs to learn how and w hen
to give his audience a break from the
laughter.
N loving on to equally zany cine-
ma with considerably less martial arts,
we have the long-awaite- d film adap-
tation of Douglas Adams' classic sci
ARTS
his palace, and she decides to chase
after him.
The show suffers a bit from
"The Little Mermaid stigma," said
the director, Adjunct Instructor of
Voice Nancy Jantsch. The show
first premiered on Broadway the
year Disney released the juggernaut
film of a feisty sea-boun- d redhead,
and both stories follow a young
woman who sacrifices her life for
an unattainable man though Ariel,
it seems, made out a little better than
Ti Moune, albeit after wrestling a gi-
ant writhing she-octop- us.
I Iowever, Once on this Island
distinguishes itself by its strong
post-coloni- al themes, on an island
w here the rich and wealthy are dis-
tinguished by their "coffee mixed
with cream" skin tone, and poverty
is inextricably linked to blackness.
How, then, can this play be put on
at Kenyon by predominantly while
students? This is a question the
professors, choreographer and ac-
tors have grappled with throughout
the production process, and they
responded by shifting the emphasis
from visible race to socio-econom- ic
status and culture.
"The writer set up a version like
this so it can be done by all types
ence fiction comedy Tlie Hitchhiker 's
Guide to the Galaxy. As a rule, I tend
to separate film adaptations from their
source material w hen analyzing and
criticizing the films. Sadly, tlie hulk-
ing ropy of Tlie Ultimate Hitchhiker 's
Guide on my shelf is making that a
difficult (ask here. The film is certainly
not free from criticism because of its
cult-class- ic source material, and I'm
sure plenty of people will attempt
to judge the film based on Adams'
novels.
As a film, Tlie Hitchhiker 's Guide
falls into two very distinct halves. The
first half of the film is joyously free-wheeli- ng
and random, finding the
same exuberance as Adams' novels.
This section is deftly piloted by Ford
Prefect, who manages to introduce
both Arthur and the audience into
tliis fantastic world and into tlie me-
chanical translation of tlie guide itself.
Mos Def, as Ford, is pitch perfect in
the role, seeming simultaneously sure
of his surroundings and completely
overwhelmed by the improbability
of space.
The film toys with a random
probability drive in the first half,
only to seemingly set the dial to
& ENTERTAINMENT
of casts," explained Professor of
Classics Robert Bennett, who plays
the role of the French colonialist Ar-man- d.
"They recognize that some
places just aren'tas ethnically diverse
as others."
"intimately, I don't think it mat-
ters," said Adricnne Boris '07, who
plays MamaEuralie. 'If you can sing,
dance and act the part, why not do
it? Realistically, however, the story
loses some of its resonance w hen we
have to change 'blackness' to 'lovv-ncs- s'
and skirt around the historical
issues presented by the show's main
conflicts. Ultimately, though, I see
no difference between our predomi-
nantly white cast doing this from a
predominantly black cast doing My
Fair Lady. Sure, it would cock a few
heads, but if the show is good, the
show is good."
Jantsch received a grant from the
College to purchase sixteen new
lights for the production. For the first
time, too, the masic department has
enlisted the sen ices of drama majors
to put on the musical. David Flaherty
'07 has helped w ith the show's light-
ing design and Beth KozJow ski '05
designed the costumes. Jantsch has
even talked w ith members of the Ke-
nyon College Drama Club about of
in dignity
"very likely" once the ase for this
hilarious device is done. The shift in
tone is noticeable, and the wind feels
sucked out of the latter half of the film.
Arthur Dent takes command, and tlie
character is as bland and typical as
a sci-f- i average movie hero can be.
N lartin Freeman of the British televi-
sion show Tlie Office, is equally bland
and sadly underused in the role. I low
much influence Karey Kirkpalrick
had on Douglas Adams' second draft
is unknown, but it's not tliis break from
ilic source material that makes (lie film
fall flat in its second hour. The film
abandons its carefree roots, only to
come up with some pretty contrived
and simplistic plot conclusions.
Both irreverent and fun, Kung Fu
Hustle comes out on top, managing to
be a remarkably beautiful and poetic
film amidst shattering walls, flying
roundhouses and frogmen. When thai
film could have toned its ridiculous-
ness down just a lad here and there,
Hitchhiker s Guide needed a g(xxl dad
more of its irreverent fun to complete
Adams' long overdue vision.
Kung Fu Hustle
The Hitchhiker's Guide to the Gal-
axy
imdb.com
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fering KCDC points for students who
help with the Workshop's shows.
'Two years ago I do not believe
it would be possible to pull off a show
like this," said Courtney Snow '05.
What stands out to Snow about this
production is the element of dance.
Unlike last semester's Die Fleder-rnau- s,
Once on this Island has been
intricately and exuberantly choreo-
graphed by Gambier resident Magic
McBride under Jantsch's direction.
"The collaboration between
these two women is phenomenal,"
said Snow, a music major. "Without
them, productions like this would
not happen within the music depart-
ment."
McBride characterizes her
choreography for this show as "very
earthy."
"You put on the music," explained
McBride, "and you listen to it, and
you just start moving. We use a lot of
our hips, a lot of our shoulders."
According to Jantsch, through-
out the show, "there's constantly
dancing going on onstage." With
basic scenery, full costumes and
lights, the Musical Theater Opera
Workshop's Once on this Island is
far more of a full-sca- le show than
a concert performance. A masical
Doing Tolltien proud
BY NIKHIL NAGENDRA
Guest Writer
"Subtle" is not a word to
describe N lalthcw C.B. Zaremsky
07's new movie, The Lord of tlie
Rings: Tlie Good Version a paro
dy of J.R.R. Tolkien's well-know- n
book. During tlie hour and tw enty
minutes of the film, I simply could
not stop myself from laughing at
the tasteful blend of slapstick, situ
ational and homoerotic comedy.
The all-st- ar cast includes
Corbin Pomeran '07 as Frodo
Baggins and Norman Kaufmann
'07 as Samwise Gamgec. Corbin
skillfully balances the humorous
parody with Frodo's grave and
growing obsession with the ring
of power.
Zarmcsky's sexual humour
goes right up to the line, but never
over it. I was surprised to find that
Legolas (Maia Kohl "07). of all
characters, was one of the few
w ho was not tlie subject of copi-
ous sexual humor. Despite lack
of beard, axe and short stature,
Chris Carroll '07 plays a terrific
Gimli. Stick in hand and snack
fixxl in mouth, Carroll oilers more
slapstick humor than any other
cliaracter.
Pippin, played by xx Ken-nar- d
'07, is a happy-go-luck- y
hobbit w ith a questionable mental
capacity. Eddie Rice '07, as N lerry,
provides balance to the pair of hob-bit- s
as tlie rational yin to Pippin's
raging yang
Not even Gandalf (John Lcs-jac- k
'05) was safe from Zaremsky s
hilarious mayhem. Zaremsky turns
Tolkieu's stolid and wise Gandalf
into a crotchety old man with a pool
cue. Perhaps the funniest parts of
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a musical
theater production is a much-appreciat- ed
addition to the drama
department's mainstage shows this
season.
"My one big regret in coming
to Kenyon," explained Stewart
Urist '08, who plays Tonton Julian,
"was knowing that I'd be giving up
a chance at a musical theater pro-
gram for all the other opportunities
available."
"I think everyone needs mu-
sicals to soften the day and put a
little bounce in your step," agreed
Stephen Ellis '08, who plays the
role ofAgwe, the water god. "Also,
your friends are much more enter-
tained in the dorms if you bast out
a dance move or a song rather than
a monologue."
When asked about the pos-
sibility of more full-sca- le interde-
partmental musicals at Kenyon,
Professor Bennett replied, "It's an
exciting idea, but the practical parts
are hard to imagine," much like love
in Once on this Island.
And, according to Snow, if one
leaves Rosse I Iall having learned
anything from the Musical Theater
Opera Workshop's production this
coming w eekend, it should be "to
believe in the power of love."
tlie movie, however, make ase of
situational comedy that Kenyon
students can relate to. Filmed
on Kenyon's campas. Zarcmsk
brines cliches of evcrvdav Ken von
life into Middle-eart- h with ease.
Far from being devoid of ac-
tion scenes, tlie intense lights fea-
ture notebmk --cutout animation and
action figure stunt doubles. While
not taking away from tlie energy
of the light, these additions help
to keep us laughing throughout
Kaufmann shows off his martial
arts abilities with fixing sidekicks
in an intense battle with Gollum
(Ian Klesch "07). .Alex Mega '07.
Charles Sloan '07 and AlexTanton
'07 create one of tlie niosl niemora
ble scenes in the film with a hilari-
ous and convincing Ent impression
in the battle of Eisengaard. Chris
Iaco '07 plays a convincing Saru
man. a wizard gone evil. As Laco
and Lesjack tattle it out in IcBrid
for tlie future of Middle-earth- , tlie
scene is intcrsjxnsed with views o(
oilier epic tattles. These careful 1
chosen cut scenes tiiroushoul (lie
movie only add to the hilarity.
Zaremskv himself makes an
appearance in the film as Faramir.
son of Denethor, played by his
brother Aaron Zaremsky. Klesch
doubles as Aragoni, verv much an
opposite of Gollum, demonstrating
liis impressiv e acting range.
The film nears its conclusion
with Ted Ilomick '07, as J.R.R
Tolkien, giving an impassioned
speech on tlie wonders of Middle
earth. The film, almost over
reaches an emotional end to the
fellowsliip's adventures. The Lord
of tlie Rings: The Good Version is
a must-se- e for all Kenvon students
and Tolkien fans.
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Track puts strong face forward at NCAC finals
BY JESSE OPPENHE1M
AND PING LAI
Collegian Start
With just one more meet left in
the season for the Kenyon outdoor
track and field team, the Lords and
the Indies placed ninth and tenth
respectively at the NCAC Champi-
onships last weekend in Delaware,
OIL
Seven athletes scored points
for the Lords and five athletes
for the Ladies. Kenyon College
scored a total of 25 points and 16
points respectively. Among the top
performers were first year Brandon
Balthrop and sophomore Matt Fi-del- er
for the Lords and junior Katie
Walker for the Ladies.
Balthrop competed in two
events including the 1 10-met- er hur-
dles, placing eighth with the time of
16.82 seconds, and the 400-met- er
hurdles placing fourth with the time
of 56.97 seconds, a personal record.
Lords lacrosse finishes well
BY JOHN PRATT
Staff Reporter
Yesterday the Lords lacrosse
team defeated Oberlin College
15-- 8 at home. The Lords fin-
ished 5-- 9 overall and 2-- 4 in the
NCAC.
The Lords started strong
against Oberlin by gaining a four
goal lead in the first quarter, but
the Yeomen pulled themselves
back into the competition by-scorin- g
five goals before the sec-
ond quarter. The Lords quickly
responded in the second quarter
by scoring three goals and hold-
ing the Yeomen scoreless, mak-
ing the halftime score 7-- 5 in the
Lords' fav or. In the second half,
the Lords scored eight goals and
conceded three goals.
Against Oberlin, sophomore
Sean Wheeler scored five goals
and made two assists. Junior
Adam Kleinman scored four
goals and made one assist.
First-ye- ar Nate Pritchard scored
two goals. Junior Sean O'Neill
scored one goal and made five
assists. Sophomore Luke Lar-
son scored one goal and made
one assist. Junior Brad Harvey
scored one goal. Sophomore
Adam Lucas scored one goal.
First-year- s Noah Flessel and
Luke Hammond each made one
assist. First-yea- r goalkeeper
if "
1
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Balthrop collected a total of 6 team
points, l'ideler took fourth place
in the triple jump with a height of
12.42 meters and collected a total
of 5 team points. Among others
that collected points for the Lords
were sophomore Robbie Molden,
who took fifth in the men's 3000-mete- r
steeplechase with the time
of 9:56.93, sophomore Ryan
einstock, senior Tyler Newman,
sophomore Dan Silverman, and
first year Andy Berger. The men's
4x100 relay team with first year
Thai Trinh, Berger, Balthrop, and
junior Andrew Ilammack placed
sixth with the time of 45.47 sec-
onds.
Walker, who was a long
jump All-Americ- an in 2003, led
the Ladies. Walker took first in
the long jump with a distance
of 5.26-met- er and eighth in the
200-met- er dash with a time of
28.34 seconds collecting a total
Charlie Floeckher made ten
saves. Floeckher has played
the last four games in place
of senior Dave Neiman, who
developed an ankle injury.
On Saturday, April 30, over
two hundred fans showed up at
McBride Field to see the Ken-
yon Lords take on the Denison
LTniversity Big Red. The Lords
immediately drew blood from
the Big Red by scoring two
goals and maintaining posses-
sion of the ball through the
middle of the second quarter.
However, the Big Red man-
aged to get back into the game
by scoring seven consecutive
goals between the end of the
second quarter and the begin-
ning of the fourth quarter.
"Denison went on a big
run," said Larson. "But we
didn't give up and we kept
playing hard."
With eight minutes left
in the fourth quarter, Denison
was ahead 7-- 2, but that was not
enough to hold back O'Neill
who was the first to score in
the Lords' four-go- al scoring
rampage in the final eight min-
utes. In the end, Denison snuck
away with an 8-- 6 victory.
"By the time we got back
into our groove in the fourth
quarter it was too late," said
.'V
1
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Steve Kiise
The Lords control the ball as they move downfield against Oberlin.
SPORTS
Andy Berger does laps around the
of 1 1 points for the Ladies. Other
athletes that scored points for the
Ladies include senior Heather
McMillan, who took eighth
place in the 800-met- er run with
a time of 2:28.08, senior Jennifer
Quimby, who took eighth 1000- -
junior Brad Harvey.
Against Denison, O'Neill
scored two goals and had one
assist. Wheeler scored one goal
and had two assists. Prichard
scored one goal. Harvey and
Larson each scored one goal.
Senior Geoff Legg and Flessel
each had one assist. Floeckher
made thirteen saves in goal.
This season, the Lords' roster
had fourteen first-year- s, seven
sophomores and seven juniors.
Neiman, Deal and Geoff Legg
are the team's graduating se-
niors. They played significant
roles during their Kenyon la-
crosse careers, and they were
well respected by their team-
mates and coaches.
"We graduate three seniors
who have been pivotal players
and captains on this team this
year," said head coach Brian
McWilliams. "Our incoming
class will help us in terms of
depth, which has been the fac-
tor all season. The returning
players have to take ownership
of building a more competitive
program here at Kenyon."
"The three seniors are
strong leaders and will leave
behind a respectable career at
Kenyon," said O'Neil.
The Lords will return next
season with more experience
and a strong recruiting class,
which will aid Head Coach
Brian McWilliams in rebuild-
ing the Kenyon tradition of
successful lacrosse. "Pete
Smith, the Kenyon Athletic
Director, has been very sup-
portive of the potential of the
lacrosse program here, and
the student support at games
has been great as well," said
McWilliams. "We will be
adding fairly significant
numbers to the team next year
with the incoming recruiting
class. Coach Bill Ileiser
built a great tradition with
the program here; I hope we
can build on that tradition."
track in preparation for an up-and-com- ing match.
meter run with a time of 42:21.90,
junior Jocelyn Anthony, who took
eighth place in the 3000-mete- r
steeplechase with a time of 13:
02.78, and sophomore. Jenna
Rose, who took eighth in the
400-met- er hurdles with a time of
Good year
BY KEITH CANIANO
Staff Reporter
Following the Lords Tennis'
win of the North Coast Athletic
Conference title last weekend.
many of the 15-- 5 Lords received
recognition for their remarkable
play. Five Kenyon players made
the All-NCA- C team, and head
coach Scott Thielke won his
isecond NCAC Coach of the Year
award.
Senior Borko Tesic was
awarded his second straight
Player of the Year award with a
dominant 17-- 2 singles record in
the top seed. Tesic, ranked the
number four singles player in
the Central Region, praised the
team's performance: "It's been
a pleasure playing with a great
group of seniors this year. We
have established ourselves as a
great team in our conference for
the past four years, and hopefully
it will continue in the future."
Seniors Joe Freeman and
Mike Herrick also landed on
the All-NCA- C First Team with
their impressive performances
throughout the season. Ilerrick
won his fourth First Team selec-
tion and posted an 18-- 3 record,
while being ranked 23rd in singles
in the Central Region. Freeman
capped his senior season with a
12-- 5 record and then clinched
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Steve KJise
1:11.83, collecting a team total
of 16 points.
The last meet of the season
will be held after the conclusion
of the second semester at the
Baldwin-Wallac- e Twilight meet
on May 20lh at 4:00.
for tennis
the Lords' victory over Denison
in the NCAC final with a 6-1,6- -2
win.
Senior Joshua Mabra earnec
an honorable mention with his
11-- 5 record. Sophomore Sear
Stewart appears to be one of the
leaders of the future for the Lords
with his All- - NCAC Second Team
selection in only his first year
with the team. The Lords' top
seeded doubles attack was alsc
recognized with the teams of both
Tesic and Herrick, and Freemar
and Stewart receiving First Tearr
All-NCA- C doubles honors.
Thielke was honored with thd
NCAC Coach of the Year Award
as he guided the Lords to 15-- 5
Tesic believes he is largely ren
sponsible for the team's success
"I want to credit our head coacn
Scott Thielke for allowing us tc
compete on the highest level," he
said, "I want to thank him (frorr
all of the seniors) for the greai
time he showed us during the pas:
4 years. Our competitive attitude
throughout the years bonded us
as a team, which allowed us tc
dominate NCAC conference.'
Thielke has posted an impres
sive 138-6- 1 record in his twelve)
years at Kenyon, and it is unde
his tenure that the Lords have hacj
an active streak of four consecuJ
tive NCAC titles.
Did you know that alcohol, even in small amounts,
affects the ability of college students to learn and
new information? - Duke University
Friday Night
8 pm Ransom Lawn (Rain Location - Gund)
Student Bands and then Tilly and the Wall
Friday Night
10 pm Outdoor Movie - Ferris Buehler's Day Off
Gund Commons Lawn by old Tennis Court
Saturday Night
Derek Webb - Gund Commons 8 pm
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Ladies lacrosse heads into final game in slump
. . . , , ...... transition, good goals in the half theyx,.tx wnini am ;., mn andoh stretching.irpt-hin- o thpthe season: greatr t moreMARIO NUNO-WHELA- N
Staff Reporter
In the past two weeks, the
Kenyon Ladies lacrosse team has
gone 1-- 2, losing two heartbreak-
ing one-go- al games to Allegheny
College and 'Wittenberg Univer-
sity, and then snatching their last
home game in a crushing 15-- 7
win over Notre Dame College on
Send-Of- f Saturday. The Notre
Dame win put an end to a three
game losing streak and the Ladies'
record now stands at 5-- 7 overall
and 1- -4 in conference.
Under nasty home conditions
on April 23, the Ladies finished
just short in a disappointing 7-- 6
loss to Allegheny, w ho now holds
the four spot in conference. With
the unusual rain, wind, and cold
doing its best to thwart their ef-
forts, the Ladies started off slow
and allowed the Gators to grab a
4--1 lead by half time.
"The weather was absolutely
horrible," said junior Kaley Bell.
"We couldn't hold our sticks, and
our arms w ere pretty numb, and
shots did not fall where we wanted
them to go."
However, coming out of
halftime, the Ladies adjusted to
the weather and got right back
into it. Within four minutes Bell
and first-ye- ar .Amanda Drummond
had each found the net, and with
22 minutes left, the score was now
4-- 3. The Gators soon recovered,
sinking two more goals and bring-
ing the lead back to three. While
Drummond managed to land an-
other three goals in the half, and
Bell one more, the Gators just
responded to every one. With
twelve minutes remaining, the
score was 7-- 6 and would remain
that way the rest of the game.
"We were only one point be
hind at the very end," said senior
Sarah Bill, "and for the last seven
minutes of the game we had pos- -
session almost the entire time: we
riusllj stniledstruggled cellingg tt the ball in sinkinK- - thin2 wce learned.c mcu throughout ...v , -the Tigersl againi responded, mi g
Softball ends on high note, seniors bid farewell
. . ... ... i i: conference..r ,.... InI rliwinaclos g, HieoHD gel said sh(s dHILLARY GOW1NS
Staff Reporter
Highlights such as the
Ladies Softball's sweep of
he once top-seede- d College
bf Wooster Scots arc sure
igns that the Kenyon College
Ladies have much talent and
ibilitv -- - and a bright future
khead. Despite the fact that
he Ladies will not be playing
in the NCAC tournament this
season, senior Alison Diegel
said that "knowing that we
:an beat the top team was a
luge morale booster and so-
lidified our know ledge that
iv c could indeed have been the
:op-rank- ed team if things had
"alien into place correctly."
In game one, the Ladies
;ame away with a 5-- 3 victory;
his win caused Wooster to
all from the top, making the
Bishops of Ohio Wcsleyan
University the new number
the back of the net
In what seems to be a heart-
breaking pattern this season, four
days later the Ladies lost a second
straight one-point- er to Wittenberg
University, which makes three
one-poi- nt losses this season.
With four consecutive goals
in the first fifteen minutes of play,
the Ladies seemed fueled to grab
a commanding lead early, and
they did.
"With the first four goals
V
.
-
.
The ladies take a shoe on goal against
pable," said junior Allie Riordan.
"Everything was fluid and ...we
w ere really playing together."
However, as soon as the Ti-
gers adjusted to the hit, they retali-
ated with a fierce six straight goals
and took the half 6-- 4.
"They scored three goals right in a
row and that got our heads out of
the game," said Bell. "We weren't
able to come together until a time
out . . . after their fifth goal , and by
then it was too late."
Thirty seconds into the second
half, sophomore Katharine Bcnte
landed a quick goal and brought
the Ladies within one. However,
one seed. Kenvon scored first
on a two-ru- n single off the
bat of junior Megan Shcasby.
The Scots answered back in the
ihird and fifth innings and took
a 3-- 2 lead. Sophomore Ashley
Morrison llien came on in relief
and held Wooster scoreless for
the remainder of the game. Big
hits from junior Jenny Glaeser,
Diegel and Shcasby helped de
feat the Scots and brought the
final score to 5-- 3 in favor of
the Ladies.
Game two started off with
the batting heroics of none
other than senior Dana Ilalicki.
The IcadolT hi Her set the tone
for the rest of the game, with
a home run which was just the
start of a hot hitting game for
the senior.
Though the Ladies took a
controlling. 5-- 0 lead, the gap
between Kenvon and Wooster
slowly dwindled until the sixth
SPORTS
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ing two ore
lead to three. Drummond's offen-
sive surge came late in the game,
as she sank three goals in the last
twelve minutes of play, one in the
last fifteen seconds, but it wasn't
quite enough to force an overtime,
and Wittenberg held on to win 9-- 8.
"When we gel down, we throw
all our intensity onto the field. We
hold nothing back, and none of
our players finish the game with
anything left to spare," said Drum
the Notre Dame goal in Saturday's
mond. "If we could find a way to
do that, even when w e are ahead
this team would be unstoppable.
We just turn on the true determina-
tion a little too late."
This past weekend, however,
the Ladies made sure to bring their
home season to a fashionable close
as they destroyed visiting Notre
Dame College 15-- 7. Under calmer
conditions and in front of an ever--
enthusiastic Send-Of- f crowd, the
Ladies w ere able to play the entire
game w ith the confident flow that
has been present in every win and
near-wi- n, this season.
"We were executing every
the
inning when the Scots tied it up.
After that, both teams struggled
at the plate, with neither team
scoring, and the second game
went into extra innings
Kenyon scored in the first
of the extra innings with the
combination of a Glaeser single
and a Shcasby double. Unfor-
tunately, the Scots responded
w ith a run of ihcir own.
In the elc enth inning,
Ilalicki came up with a big hit
once again. With her teammates
Glaeser and Diegel already on
base, Ilalicki hit a double that
sent the two home, giving
Kenyon a two-ru- n advantage.
Wooster could only respond
with one run, and the game
came lo an exciling finish with
the Ladies on top once again.
After once again proving her
consistency and ability, Ilal- -
icki was named this week's
NCAC Player of the Week for
ball movement, great defense,"
said Riordan. "It was a great
feeling and awesome to watch."
Riordan initialed the offen-
sive domination as she found the
Falcons' net in the first ten min-
utes of play and was followed
by four consecutive goals from
Drummond, Bill, senior Nell
Baird, and Bill again. While
Notre Dame answered with two,
the Ladies quickly regained con
trol and sank six straight goals,
game
taking the half 11-- 2.
Once again, our transitions
w ere key, and we moved the ball
belter than we usually do," said
Drummond. "The ND goalie,
who is actually from Australia,
is one of the toughest keepers
we've played against and forced
our scorers to find more creative
ways of putting the ball in the net,
which w e did." Drummond, who
finished the game w ith five goals,
has 39 total goals this season and
leads the NCAC in scoring
Going into the second half
with such a commanding lead,
the Ladies were able to play some
of the non-starter- s, and w ith four
her outstanding
performances against Oberlin
College and Woosler. The La-
dies' leading hitter, w ith a .391
batting average, proved that
she could do even belter with
a two game batting average of
.471 going 8 for 17. .
In two non-conferen- ce games
this pasl Tuesday, the Ladies
fell lo a loaded Otterbein Col-
lege Cardinals team 6-- 2 and
13-- 1. The Cardinals routinely
play top teams in the always
challenging Ohio Athletic
Conference (OAC) such as
Capital University, Musk-
ingum University and Mount
Union College.
After playing Otterbein. the
Ladies gol another (asle of the
OAC as they split their double-heade- r
with Marietta College,
losing the first game 5-- 3 and
coming back to win game two
2-- 0.
Thursday, May 5, 2005
held
on lo win. Bill and first-yea- r
Amy Zimmerman both finished
the game with two goals each,
while Riordan ended with three,
and Bell sank one and lent five
assists.
"We are much stronger now
then we were a couple of months
ago," said Bill. "I am very confi-
dent that next year the Ladies will
be able to Use this year as a good-startin- g
place for a successful
season."
While the Ladies will not be
making it to the NCAC tourna-
ment this year, the team remains
confident that this w as an excel-
lent building year and the next
four years w ill bring much success
for Ladies lacrosse.
"This season has been really
fun and really frustrating," said
Riordan. "The losses do not fully
reflect the skill and talent w e have
... but despite the tears and the T
don't get why' I think w e all have
learned a lot from the season."
The Ladies wrapped-u- p their
last game on Wednesday, May 3,
with a loss to conference rival:
Denison University.
has realized that she will be
walking away from Kenyon 's
Softball program having gainec
invaluable amounts of experi-
ence on many levels.
"As a senior here at Kenyon anc
having played four years ol
varsity sport for the College, 1
couldn't have asked for a bellci
experience," said Diegel. "My
teammates truly are the rcasoi:
that I played, coming to prac-
tice every day for two and i
half hours. Playing a game aiK
experiencing a few hours a day
with these women made every
soflball season, and my collegd
career as a whole, special. 1 hij
team hasn't lost any one for i-- '
years, so our team is especially
close. When I remember Kc
m-ni- i iii ve:irs to conic. SOIHq
of my strongest memories wi
be tied lo my time dressed nl
purple and white."
